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ABSTRACT

Psychological Attack: A Case Study of Behaviors
Observed in a New, Black Parent-Controlled, Community- Based
Pre-School Setting
February 1980

Marshena McCoy Baird, B.A.

,

Boston University

M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D.

,

University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Dr. Harvey B. Scribner

Behaviors of individuals involved in the development
of a Black parent-controlled, community-based pre-school

setting were studied with respect to Seymour

B.

Sarason's

position that success or failure of new settings is predictable based on the innovators

'

conception or misconcep-

tion of reality.
The case study concerned a primary group of twenty-six

Black adults

,

all of whom were graduate students except four

who were undergraduate students: and a secondary group of
White students ranging in number at times from ten to twentyfive and who were mostly undergraduates.

All were students

in a large Northeastern state university located in a semi-

rural area.

Observations of behaviors
made and recorded.

,

events

,

and procedures were

Available documents on history, meetings,

correspondence and business transactions related to prepossible
school setting were examined. Interviews whenever
individuals involved in the
were held with parents and other
Vll

setting's development.

Presentations and discussions on or

about the setting were also utilized as sources
of information.
Because the researcher was an important part of the

setting's leadership, extreme caution for objectivity had
to be taken.

Facts in the documents assisted in elimination

of inconsistencies, discrepancies and biases found in the

researcher's diaries.

Conclusions reached by the researcher tended, in great
part, to support Sarason's position on patterns of behavior

related to success or failure of new settings and the patterns' relationship to conception of reality.

Sarason's position, however, did not fully explain and/
or provide solution to behaviors which were observed in the

setting:

racism, prejudice and "self-hatred syndrome."

To account for these behaviors and those typical of new

settings (also observed in the development of the pre-school
setting)

,

the researcher developed an explanation. Psycholog-

ical Attack, which is theorized to be a repertoire of cultural

mechanisms practiced by a group or individual to establish
and/or maintain the group's or individual's primacy.

Efforts

to mitigate its destructive effects must be made for effec-

tive communication to occur between perceived diametrically

opposed groups or individuals.
A recommendation made by Sarason, improvement of com-

munication techniques, is confirmed but made more specific:
viii

group encounters, sensitivity training in addition to Psy-

chological Attack Awareness training, and intercultural

communication techniques.

ix
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
This dissertation concerns processes affecting the

creation and conduct of parent-controlled, community-based
schools

Using a case study approach, experiences of participating in a Black parent-controlled pre-school are recorded

and critical functions are examined in this setting from an

historical and contemporary social/political perspective.
The goal is to develop a conceptual paradigm which:
1.

identifies critical elements for consideration in
the conduct of parent/community-based educational

institutions
2.

describes the processes at work in creating such
settings; and

3.

suggests design and strategies of directing the

development of community-based educational settings.

Background of the Problem
complex behavThis study is designed to describe the
and predictably
ioral interactions which are consistently
community-based
recurring in new Black parent-controlled,
1

2

settings.

The complexities of these behaviors

ing, actions, and problems

communication,

— are

Sarason, Zitnay

— the

think-

rooted in a problem of
,

and Grossman have suggested

that the crux of the communication problem is that of con-

ceptualizing reality.^
The primary concern of those involved in the task of

creating new settings, such as a school department, com-

munity-based service program, or hospital, is that one's
professional training often has not included techniques of
communication:

"

[t]

he results

.

.

.

are quietly (and some-

times explosively) catastrophic" because communication when

treated is done as a functionality, not as a humanized
process.

2

In fact, the creating of new settings is far more

than the usually thought of "array of technical problems",
3
easily solved by definition and/or specialization.

In order to develop a theory that will begin facilitat-

ing the direction to solutions to these recurrent problems
of communication in new settings, the salient variables,

processes, and events must be identified and specified.

4

^Seymour B. Sarason, George Zitnay, and Frances K.
Grossman, The Creation of a Community Setting (Syracuse:
Syracuse University, Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation, 1971), pp. 5, 89-90.
^Ibid.

,

p«

89,

^Ibid.

,

pp« 2—3,

A

ttinqs
llg
"^Seymour B. Sarason, The Creat ion of Se_
Inc., PubJossey-Bass,
Francisco:
(San
Future Societies
lishers 1972 ) p. 211.
,

\

'

3

An examination of two works by Sarason and others,

Creat ion of Settings and the Eiiture Societies and The

Creation of a Community Setting

,

offers approximately ten

identifiable areas of danger, and therefore ten areas of
precaution, to be considered when developing a new setting.^
An explication of the dynamics that occur in new settings
such as that provided by Sarason et al. makes it possible
to enumerate such areas of difficulty and render them com-

prehensible,

Sarason states that problems which predictably occur in
new settings are related to behavior guided by the innovators

conceptions of reality.

Blinded by excitement and enthusi-

asm for the opportunity to realize, their "chance-in-alifetime" dream, innovators neglect to recognize and utilize
the "prehistory" of the community in which new settings are

being established.

The "prehistory" of the community is its

people, traditions, resources, desires and expectations.

According to Sarason such an oversight could alone determine
^The categories listed on pp, 5-6 are general categories
yet to gain wide acceptance. They are, however, useful as
heuristic or analytical tools by researches for examination
of new settings, and as such will be used in this study.
Sarason
^Sarason, Future Societies, p, 204, Note:
not
are
uses the word "behaviors": however, behaviors
"typical"
labelled. Rather, situations that are
identifiable
are
described. Behaviors that
disillusionment, despair,
sentiments or attitudes, such as
resentment, embittered feelings, and
are not recognized or
ensue when the areas of precaution
considered.

4

the very success "(and more often failure)" of the new

setting. 7

Additionally, innovators operate on a set of non-

verbalized yet fancied assumptions:

that all other groups

or individuals are egually concerned: that the project has

unlimited resources; and that the project will last forever.®
Related to the misconception of reality, Sarason identifies an attitude which constricts communication within and

external to the new setting:
ness."

"psychological possessive-

The reality of the situation, namely, that the set-

ting is intended to serve the needs of the community, becomes

obscured because either the leader thinks in terms of his
ambitions or the members of the leader's group (the core
Hence, barriers

group) think in terms of their ambitions.

to communication are erected between leader and his group:

between the new setting and the community.

9

"Psychological possessiveness" also precludes inno-

vators from insisting that the community be involved in all

phases of developing and operating the new setting
^
cially since it fills a community's needs.

— espe-

10

^Sarason et al.. Creation of a Community Setting
pp. 89-90.
®Sarason, Future Societies

^Sarason et al.

,

,

,

p. 204.

Creation of a Community

S etti^,

p. 90

,

5

Crises situations frequently occurring in community-

based programs may be minimized, says Sarason, if from the
outset the entire community is made aware of the complexities of developing a new setting which require a "dif-

ferentiated responsiveness" on the part of the "diverse
individuals and groups" within the community.

In other

words, each sector of diversity has ideas, resources, etc.
to contribute for solving problems and accomplishing goals.

"Psychological possessiveness" and the lack of inter-

and intra-communication eventually cause enthusiastic and

excited innovators (and members of the community) to become
disillusioned and resentful.

Consequently, attempts by the

supporting staff to express feelings of inadequacy are viewed
by the leader as challenges to his primacy.

(Attempts by

the community to express unmet needs are interpreted by the

leader and the core group as ungrateful and/or excessively
demanding.)

Embittered feelings and resentment surface in

all quarters and the death of the new setting is at hand:

Neither is the "once-in-a-lifetime" dream of the innovators

^12
realized nor are the needs of the community met.
To ward off the inevitable failure of new settings

Sarason stresses that "reality" must be community-group

oriented and verbally communicated.
^^Ibid.

,

p.

90.

^^Ibid., p. 91.

The contrary provides

:

6

a

narrow vision of reality which impedes genuine "mutual-

ity

and

reciprocity" between and among the individuals

involved.

are

In sum, Sarason's categories of the areas of precaution
14
1.

Communication techniques with all entities involved

2.

Knowledge of the "prehistory" of the community in
which the new setting is to be placed

3.

Community resource, input and utilization

4.

Compatible immediate and long-range goals of all
involved

5.

Avoidance of the urge to erect unnecessary, costly
permanent structures (buildings)

6.

Realization that resources are limited

7.

Community and staff planning for continuous staff
and community growth

8.

External evaluation to ensure that all needs are
being met

9.

Realization that "there will always be problems"

10.

Confident leadership
It is believed that all these critical features apply to the

central problem of this study:

the creation of viable Black

parent-controlled community-based schools.
Behaviors observed by Sarason to be peculiar to new
Day School,
settings were observed in the development of New
^^Ibid.
204-207.
pp.

,

cietie_s,
pp. 89-91: Sarason, Future So

Conimunity
^"^Sarason et al.. Creatio n of a
p. 22 .
Societies,
pp. 89-92: Sarason, Future

Setti^

,

7

a Black parent-controlled, community-based
pre-school, as
a "new setting" initiated in 1972 by
Black undergraduate

parents in a state university located in a Northeast
semirural community. Other behaviors, however, were also
observed.

These behaviors were prejudice, racism, and

"self-hatred syndrome."
To account for a majority of the observed behaviors, a

construct of Psychological Attack is offered as an additional, comprehensive and wide-ranging "theory" of behavior

and society.
This case study, resulting from an extensive investiga-

tion of a commonly occurring set of behaviors observed in
the development of New Day School, is an extension of the

problem as seen by Sarason et al.

The theoretical concept

of Psychological Attack will be proposed

as

a critical con-

struct in understanding the complex interpersonal relationships and needs of all participating members in new settings
as they interact with one another and with the hierarchy of

institutions impinging on educational efforts of the New
Day School type:

a Black parent-controlled, cognitively-

oriented, community-based pre-school.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to offer a theory of

behavior and society which accounts for behaviors observed

occurring in a Black parent-controlled community-based

8

educational setting, and which facilitates solution to these
recurring behaviors; and to describe the experiences of

culturally diverse group of parents engaging in

a

a new edu-

cational setting.
A set of procedures and description of them as processes
necessary for the successful functioning of the type educational setting studied is also offered.

Explication of the framework will be necessary to provide a context for the understanding of a variety of factors

operating in the educational community relating to Black
people.

Categorically, the factors to which the context will be

limited are:
1.

Historical conditions of Black populations in this
country focusing especially on the efforts made by
them to obtain quality educational environments
for their children,

2.

Social/political forces which operate on these
efforts, and

3.

Theoretical concept of Psychological Attack as a
critical construct in understanding the complexity
of interpersonal relationships and needs of participating members.
Significance of the Study

This case study is significant in that it offers:
1.

nature
A study of the diverse, complex and dynamic
communityof a completely Black parent-controlled,
predominantly
a
in
based educational institution
White community

9

2.

Theory, description and practice for those interested in creating new educational settings for
young Black children

3.

Implications for teacher and educational administration training programs

4.

Direction and design for those educators and lay
persons interested in Parental Involvement in education, Educational Research, and Early Childhood
Education, and

5.

A suggested strategy for development of communitybased settings which are confronted with Psycholog^ ical Attack.
Research Methodology

William

J,

Asher in Educational Research and Evaluation

Methods comments that the concern of case studies, such as
this dissertation,
is to seek out every possible cause lying behind
current behavior or status. A well-done case study
will uncover most, if not all of the causal antecedand must be capsulated within a very thorough
ents .
and wide-ranging theory of behavior and society to
[Rjecord facts and only
give the data focus. ...
facts and later interpret in light of theory.
.

.

.

.

.

Facts and observations were recorded continually through-

out the development of New Day School.
ful observations were made.

Additionally thought-

To satisfy the other requisites

that the case study be capsulated in, i.e.

,

theory of

behavior and society, the following methodology is proposed:
l^william J. Asher, Educational Research and Evaluation
Methods (Boston and Toronto; Little, Brown and Company,
l976), pp. 148-149.
Inc .
,

.

10

Question

I

What is the context of the problem of

:

minority parent-controlled, community-based pre-school education?

Relationship to the Study

Provides background

;

against which the administration, program and interactions

may be studied: to assist in the explanation/information on
the "phenomenon" to be studied; provides historical basis
for explanation of behavior.

Kinds of Data

Primary and secondary data:

;

His-

tories and descriptive data of the education of Black people;

interviews with experts on the education of Black children/

people in the United States; books, periodicals and scholarly
journals

Topics Under Which Data May Fall

:

The education of

slaves; schools for freemen during slavery; schools for

freemen after the Civil War to Brown
people after Brown

I;

I

;

schools for Black

the emergence of "parent-control"

philosophy for Black schools.
Question II

:

What is a critical phenomenon to be con-

sidered in the establishment and development of

a

minority

parent— controlled community— based pre-school situation?

Relationship to the Study

:

Provides the theoret-

ical basis for the observed behavior.

Kinds of Data

:

Books, and articles written by

educator; Cobbs
Robert Jaulin, anthropologist; Paulo Freire,

sociologist.
and Grier, psychiatrists; Gordon Allport,

11

Primary data:

Interviews with participants concerned with

the Development of New Day School:

parents, teachers, com-

munity persons: diary of personal observations and comments
of this researcher.

Question III

:

What is the history of New Day School

and its challenge to Psychological Attack?

Relationship to the Study

:

Provides background

and specific information to assist in the study of the

School's administration, program and interactions; provides

information against which the phenomenon of "Psychological
Attack" will be studied.
Kinds of Data

:

Primary data:

Minutes of parent

meetings: correspondence between parents and University
officials. State agencies, etc.: interviews with parents and

individuals involved in the development of New Day School
(NDS): minutes of the Child Care Committee meetings.

Treatment of the Data

:

Contradictions and inconsis-

tencies will be sought: validation of "facts" whenever

necessary will be made.
Question IV

:

What construct or framework may be gen-

eralized based on the case study of NDS?

Relationship to the Study:

Provides part of the

structure for the contribution of the dissertation to edu-

cational knowledge.
Kinds of Data

:

Analysis of background information

obtained from questions I-III.

12

Question V

What are the questions most often asked

;

by persons involved in education?
to the Study ;

Provides more explana—

information to the under standinq of the operation
and processes involved in running a parent-controlled preschool.

Kinds of Data

Formal and informal presentations

:

and discussion made about NDS.

Question VI

;

What recommendations can be made to the

educational community concerning research and/or administration in parent-controlled education?

Relationship to the Study

:

To offer areas of fur-

ther research in pre-school education, parent-controlled

education, education for Black children, and interpersonal

relationships for Black parents involved in creating new

educational settings.
Sources of Data

Appendices

:

:

Questions

I,

II,

III, and IV.

Included herein will be copies of actual

documents kept by New Day School which verify the information contained in the dissertation.

Definitions of Major Terms
For purposes of this dissertation, the following def-

initions will b e used:
1.

A program which is
Community— based program
needs: a program
community's
intended to meet a
run for the community
:

13

Parent con trol
Control by parents of children in
the school of those functions vital to the implementation and development of an educational program,
hi^ring and firing of all personnel, estab—
Wishing and controlling budget and policies relating
to the program
;

3.

Psychological attack
A covert and/or overt lunge
at the emotional, mental and physical stability of
a person or group: a conscious or subconscious
attempt to undermine the efforts, achievements,
responsibilities, progress, etc., of a person or
group by another person or group: instability
attacking stability: the practice of prejudice,
misconceptions and myths

4.

Quality education
An education which produces
students who are able to apply cognitive and
affective skills learned, who are proud of themselves, who are confident in their abilities, and
who have developed values appropriate for their
survival and the survival of their culture

5.

New setting
"One in which people are brought
together in new relationships for sustained periods
of time to accomplish stated objectives''^^

6.

Psychological possessiveness : A mental attitude
suggested by Sarason to be propelled by one's conception of reality that the new setting is intended
to satisfy one's personal ambitions.

7.

Actions and reactions under given
Behaviors
circumstances.

;

;

;

:

Limitations of the Study
An exhaustive and scholarly presentation of the psycho-

logical dynamics of race and culture is outside of the

delimited scope of the research presented because the author
is not trained in psychological theory or methodology.

^^Sarason, Future Societies, p.

1.

17

Ibid., p. 89

14

The construct of Psychological Attack has been created
to conceptualize the dynamics of interactions which had

major importance in influencing the behavior of all parties

observed in the case study.

As such, the construct is

offered as a heuristic for organizing the data collected
by the participant observer.

The study is also limited by the researcher's extensive

involvement with the dynamics of the case studied.

The

researcher was participant, observer, recorder, and evaluator.

Efforts, however, were made to uncover inconsistencies

and contradictions between the author's observations and the

observations of others.

In spite of these efforts, complete

objectivity was not controllable and therefore should not
be expected.

Because of the sensitive nature of the contents of the

data herein, the names of individuals and locations have

been changed or eliminated.

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The review of the literature consists of three areas,

each of which is pertinent to the problems of new Black
parent-controlled, community-based educational settings,
and the suggested set of procedures and processes proposed
as necessary for the successful functioning of such set-

tings .
The areas of literature review are:
1.

Historical efforts of Black parents to obtain
quality education for their children

2.

Behaviors observed to be consistently and predictably recurring in new settings

3.

Behaviors observed to be peculiar to new Black
parent-controlled, community-based educational
settings

As conclusion, this chapter also offers the theoretical

construct of Psychological Attack as a comprehensive accounting for the complex interpersonal relationships and needs
of all participating members in new Black parent-controlled,

community-based settings.
Historical Efforts of Black Parents to Obtaiji
Quality Education for Their Children
Educators, sociologists and psychologists have been

concerned with inherent problems and weaknesses in the
process of educating the Black child.
15

Their research

.

4

16

indicates many possible causes:

language development,

maternal influence, institutional racism, cultural deprivation, environment, poor research, genetics, nutrition, moti-

vation, compensatory education,

moral development,"^ and the

level of parent education and ambition,^

Parents confused and angered by these asserted causes

may turn to the courts for redress and confront legal realities.

When they do, they encounter the following:

1.

The responsibility of education is a state's right
and function.

2.

A parent in most states may teach his child at
home in lieu of public or private school if the
parent is a licensed teacher or after long litigation.^

3.

The educational function delegated to the school
boards/committees by the state is to provide for
all an equal opportunity to an education, not a
quality education.^

^Ellis D. Evans, Contemporary Influences in Early Childhood Education 2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Reinhart and
Winston, Inc., 1975), pp. 2-16.
,

^Moshe E. Blatt and Lawrence Kohlberg Recent Research
Holt, Reinhart and Winston,
in Moral Development (New York:
1973 ) p. 33
Inc .
,

,

,

^Martin Mayer, The Teacher's Strike (New York:
& Row, Publishers, 1968), pp. 121-22.

Harper

"^Miller V. Childers, 107 Okl. 57, 238, p. 204 (1924):
946.
State Ex. Rel Clark v. Haworth, 122 Ind. 462, 23 N. E.

McCann Public
^Kern Alexander, Ray Corns and Walter
School Law Cases and Materials (St.
Is^"
the School Is,
Where ^ihe’Lhool
lishing CO.', 1969), p. 553: ^ome Is
Newsweek, April 16, 1979, p. 99.
,

(D. C. Mass.

410
^Morgan v. Hennigan, 379 F. Supp.
—e
Fischer,
Louis
1974)* c f. David Schimmel and
Chicago Press,
IVntL Of Students (Chicago: University of

1973), p. 200, n. 7.

17

Lastly, state authorities may relieve situations
which "make for educational harm": however, it is
up to the school board/committee, not the parents,
to determine what constitutes "educational harm."'

4.

To Black parents who have few alternatives and who are

discontent with public school education which releases children possessing little or no skills to compete in the job
market,

Q

to all taxpayers irate with purchases of expensive

innovations 1 educational programs and equipment which produce
no better results than traditional programs, the key has

become greater "accountability."

9

The recent cry for greater accountability, however, is
not new.

By the mid 1960s, New York City's Board of Educa-

tion intended to experimentally "decentralize" the Board's

power from a single location (110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn) to five "community" school boards

five boroughs of New York City.^^

experimental districts.

— one

for each of the

The result was three

These "community school boards"

were purported to establish better procedures for determining
fiscal, administrative, didactic, scholastic and programmatic

^Deal V. Cincinnati Board of Education, 369 F. 2d 55
(C. A. Ohio 1966).

®Mario D. Fantini, What s Best fo r the Children?
Teache^
Resolving the Power Struggle Between Parents_ _ and
Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1974), p. 4.
(Garden City, N. Y.
'

:

the Less We
®Frank E. Armbruster, "The More We Spend, 19//, p. y28 August
Learn," The New York Times Magazine
,

Plan has since
^°The 1970 New York City Decentralization
boards.
instituted thirty-one community school

.
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accountability .
the boards.

Parents were to be well represented on

"

It is from the creation and intentions of

the community school boards that the concept of "Community

Control" arose.

Scribner and Stevens comment, however, that although
.
community control ... was a concept based on
.
.
increasing the involvement of parents in decisions
concerning schools, . . . decentralization . . . was
a means of dispersing some administrative authority
but not much political power.

It can be further deduced from Fantini, Gitell, and

Magat

'

s

account of the rise of "community control" that

true Parent Control was never actually intended:

the

smaller "community" boards were to have, in addition to
the parents, mayoral appointees as well as professionals

13

A discussion of the terms "Decentralization," "Community Control," and "Parent Control" would not be complete

without mention of an emotional and conceptual confusion
of the terms with "Black Power" and "Black militancy."

Fantini et al. infer that this confusion was a ruse used

^^Mario Fantini, Marilyn Gitell, and Richard Magat,
Community Control and the Urban School (New York: Praeger
Publishers 1970) p^ 109
,

,

^^Harvey B. Scribner and Leonard B. Stevens, Make Your
Practical, Imaginative and Cost- Free Plans
Schools Work:
Simon and
to Turn Public Education Around (New York:
Schuster 1975 ) p^
'

,

,

ol,
^^Fantini, Gitell, and Magat, Community Contr
pp. 150-53.
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by organized teachers to raise opposition to the Decentralization plan, 14 perhaps because of the issue of account-

ability.

A specific case in point of parent control for accountability not actually intended was Ocean Hill-Brownsville
(OHB)

,

one of New York City's three experimental districts

in "Community Control."

It was in OHB that adamant minority

parents waged a struggle against organized teachers and

administrators over the issue of parental right to greater

accountability or control over the education of their children.

There is a large school of thought in New York City

which believes the struggle in Ocean Hill-Brownsville (OHB)
brought about the reality of the 1970 decentralization legislation which resulted in thirty-one (31) school boards in

contrast to the originally proposed five (5).

15

The forces of opposition to the parents were successful:

Ocean Hill-Brownsville as an experimental district died, but

parental concern and determination did not die.
Martin Mayer
In a eulogy for the Experimental District,
the minority
makes this comment, tactfully indirect, about
14,

^Pantini, Gitell, and Magat,

Note:

Co^unity

®°-

gl

Additionally and more

find.
program has been impossible to
1978, School of
l^Scribner conversation, August 15,
Massachusetts.
Education, University of

.
,
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parents of OHB that introduces the superficiality of thought
about Black parents beyond which this dissertation intends
to explore: namely, that parents' level of education and

level of ambition are not necessarily factors determining

success or failure of an educational effort or endeavor.

... the New York Urban Coalition published an
ad proclaiming that what's good enough for Scarsdale
is good enough for Ocean Hill.
In fact, of course,
the quality of the Scarsdale school system . . .
depends from [sic] the high educational level and even
higher levels of ambition of the parent community: if
you transported it bodily to Ocean Hill the results
educationally and politically, would be catastrophic
,

That the parent community of Ocean Hill-Brownsville
(OHB) was/is lazy is an unfortunate implication.

That the

quality of a school system is completely dependent or even
largely dependent upon two factors, parent level of ambition
and level of education, is at best naive.
As the history of education for Black people in the

United States is examined, the high educational aspiration
is readily seen.

Not only is ambition apparent, but this

history also evidences a persistence and a determination
regardless of parent level of education.
For example, in the South during Slavery, the "formal"

education of slave children consisted of "knowing their
master had
place" and learning the trade that the child's

^^Mayer, The Teacher's Strike

,

pp. 121-22.

.
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chosen for him.

Reading, writing and advanced arithmetic

were forbidden and often illegal.
In spite of both legal barriers and their own lack of

formal education, many slave communities established and
"controlled" clandestine schools which met at night unknown
to the master.

and adults)

In these schools, the students (children

— without

frills

— learned

the "forbidden" skills,

risking their lives.
In the North during Slavery formal education was con-

ducted by schools established by learned freedmen.

The

schools were supported by a community which was by-and-large

uneducated.

Northern authorities, however, closed the

schools whenever slave revolts occurred in the South.

Nom-

inally free, but restricted, the freedmen did run and support

quality community-based schools.

18

As slavery ended and the Reconstruction Period began,

the "Mystic Years" were ushered in, for W. E. B. DuBois

calls these years the greatest period of equality the Black

man has ever known.

It is during this period that Black

(state) congressmen suggested, pushed for and succeeded in

getting passed tax- based public education.

19

^"^Lerone Bennett, Jr., Before the Mayflower:
Mass .
of the Negro in America 1619-1964 (Clinton,
Colonial Press, 1964) pp. 184-85
,

185.

^®Ibid.

,

p.

^^Ibid.

,

pp. 184-85.

:

A History
The

^
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Although control of the schools was no longer in possession of the Black communities during this period, Black
parents were able to enjoy continued respect.

Teachers and

administrators of the Freedmen's Bureau, which now con-

trolled the tax supported schools, did not question the children's or parents' abilities, intelligence, history, culture,

parentage or ambition.

Instead, the evangelistic teachers

demonstrated that Blacks could and, in fact, did learn rap-

The respect enjoyed during these years quickly came to
an end.

The Civil War had released thousands of Black
Southern

skilled laborers into a competitive job market.

Whites were gradually recuperating from this disastrous war.
Repressive segregative legislation and the Ku Klux Klan

began to surge.
The final and perfecting touch was the "entrenchment of
power" established by a school system based on specialization
and standardization:

school bureaucracies were born; Black

parents and communities became alienated from the schools;
parents and community lost responsibility for the education
20

Ibid., pp. 184-85, 187.

History o f
^^Herbert Aptheker, gen. ed. A Docume ntary
^ vols.^
the Negro People in the Uni ted States 1910-19^
3. 19^
^o-L.
1973),
Press,
(Secaucus, N. J. : The Citadel
White,
F.
Walter
by
"Election Day in Florida,"
1932
Harris, The Negro Rev^^
5^ko-314; William Brink and Lewis
Schuster, 1964),
olution in America (New York: Simon and
,

,

’

pp.

31-33.

'
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of their children

— specialists,

experts and educators con-

trolled.^^
By the 1920s, free "specialized" public education had

become the main means of large numbers of Blacks and poor

working class Whites to educate their children.
Dismissal of parent/community respect/involvement, and
the dimunition of student-product quality began to force

Black parents to look for alternatives such as integration,
decentralization, church- run schools and freedom schools.

24

Thus we come full-circle to today's parents' thrust to

reclaim that once-held influence over the outcome of their
children's education.
In light of such a history, to focus on the success or

failure of minority parent levels of ambition and education
as a factor in acquiring quality education for their children
is impractical and irrelevant, especially when one considers

that historically they consistently demonstrated ambition to
the point of willingly risking their lives.
Class, Bureaucracy and Schools quoted in Samuel
Amer i ca:
Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist
L^ge
Educational Reform and the Contradictions of Economic 229,
Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1976), p.
(New York:
the
Interview with Associate Professor Chester Davis of of
Studies
Afro-American
of
W. E. B. DuBois Department
Massachusetts,
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
27 March 1978.
^^

,

^^Ibid.

,

pp. 229-230.

^^Davis interview.
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Rather, focus should be on "why" Black parents have

been unsuccessful in attaining that "influence" over the

quality of their children's education.
Behaviors Observed to be Consistently and
Predictably Recurring in New Settings

Potential causes of the inability of Black families to

reclaim that once-held influence over the quality of education for their children may rest in Seymour

B.

Sarason's

observations concerning particular behaviors which consis-

tently re-occur in new settings and which inevitably result
in failure of the effort.

Sarason defines a new setting as "one in which ^people]
are brought together in new relationships for sustained periods

of time to accomplish stated objectives."

25

If one

accepts Sarason's definition of new settings, then it follows that historically Black parents have been engaging in

developing new settings when turning to alternatives for
effective education.

According to Sarason, new settings experience failure

primarily because innovators possess an incomplete concept
new setting.
of the purpose, function and rationale of the

perception of
This concept is rooted in the innovators'
of "reality" of all
"reality" which excludes the perceptions

other participants.

The innovators' "psychological

^^Sarason, Future Societies

,

p.

1.
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possessiveness," as Sarason terms this attitude, results in
inadequate and one-sided communication which predictably and

irreparably damage cooperation and communication.

The

outcome is failure.
Other social analyses have been made of new institutions, new settings, and the process of change, seeking

variables

,

processes and events which may yield remedy to

recurrent failures of new settings.
has

None other than Sarason

isolated descriptive patterns of behaviors based on the

concept of reality, predictive of success or failure.
For example

,

Lawrence Busch in Sociological Practice

outlines "pitfalls" to be avoided in the construction of the
future.

His clues are best described by this researcher as

utopic and non-specific:

27

An image (the more powerful, the more powerfully it
acts in determining the actual future) of the future
must be holistic if it is to achieve acceptance . . .
address all the problems plaguing the present.

Bragg and Schein in separate works concentrate on com-

binations of structures and beliefs which form forces for or
against new settings.

Their findings indirectly support

and
Sarason 's position in that consistency with the history

well as
traditions of the community is a positive force as

^^Ibid.

,

p.

89.

Refer to definition, p.

to Constructing
Lawrence Busch, "A Tentative Guide
Sociological
Self-Conscious Millenarianism,
the Future:
Practice 1 (Spring 1976): 26, 27.
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extensive and thorough planning processes.^®

They do not,

however, relate their findings to concept of reality and/or

communication difficulties.
Sarason's urge of pursuit of systematic and clinical
study of new settings so that theory may be developed to

facilitate solution to these recurring problems is conse-

quently still valid. 29
cesses

In other words, why do these pro-

events and variables encourage or impede success?

,

Since Sarason's earlier works on new settings, he and

others have looked at the process of communication and have

begun to realize what many cultural anthropologists have long

been stating:

communication is culturally determined.

Sarason succintly states that culture is a "restricting
force" which limits the "universe of alternatives."

Scrib-

ner and Cole supportingly have recognized as pre-condition
to educational success knowledge of the community's cul-

^^Stephen M. Bragg, "St. Olaf and the Paracollege: A
Change
Case Study of Planned Curricular and Organizational
29:
in Higher Education," Journal of Gene ral EducatioQ,
York:
(New
Education
Professional
77, 152: Edgar H. Schein,
McGraw-Hill, 1972), p. 71.
29

Sarason, Future Societies, p. 257.

"A Cultural Limitation of Systems
Journal of C_omApproaches to Educational Reform," American and M. Cole,
munitv Psychology 5 (1977) :277: S. Scribner
Consequences of Formal and Informal Educ
30,

--^Seymour B. Sarason,

"Cognitive
Science 182 (1973) : 553-559.

/
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Sarason offers suggestions to ameliorate and improve

communication techniques.

That this momentous task can be

achieved, Sarason believes is possible basically through

improvement of communication techniques involving verbal

expression or discussion of what each participating member,
including members of the community, perceives as "real":
ambitions, desires, dreams, and plan of action.

In short,

especially on the part of the innovators, the problem of

communication is reduced to "psychological possessiveness"

based on misconception of reality which most often is culturally determined.

Although onus of the task of improving

communication technique is placed on the leadership of the
new setting, it is not implied that all failure or success

prone behaviors emanate from the new setting.

Rather, it is

leadership that is looked to for direction and, consequently,
it is leadership that must provide direction toward genuine

inter- and intra-communication in the new setting;
oes not the general welfare of the setting as
the leader perceives it take precedence even at the
expense of an individual? . . . (^Are there] times when
for the general welfare the leader may have to be inconsistent with his previously stated values? . . .
as
[o] nly if it is recognized that a leader is seen
as a
namely
thing,
a
as
someone
treating
justified in
possession whose shape and direction are determined
justificaby outside forces. ... The nature of such
.
.
.
welfare.
general
tion works against the
(Emphasis added)
[^dJ
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Sarason, Future Societies, p. 214.

28
Fu^tliGr insiglit to th© charge Sarason gives leadership

of new settings may be provided from the title of the work

from which this quote is taken:

The Creation of New Set -

tings and Future Societies .
It is at this point where extension of Sarason's anal-

ysis is made:

For new settings which are Black parent-

controlled, and community- based educational settings, much

more than communication techniques is demanded.

Behaviors

other than those described by Sarason were observed in the

development of New Day School, a Black parent-controlled,

community-based educational program.
observed are:
drome .

Those other behaviors

racism, prejudice, and a "self-hatred syn-

"

Sarason's position cannot completely account for or

accommodate explanation and resolution to these behaviors
observed, primarily because cultural mechanisms are not

considered.

For example, racism may be accounted for in

terms of a group's perception of reality, but communication

techniques alone cannot dissipate this phenomenon and its

attendant results

,

for in addition to misconception of

reality, a cultural mechanism operates to prevent interpriand intra-communication for the purpose of maintaining

macy of one group or individual over another.
made, a review
Before explanation of this phenomenon is

and "self-hatred"
of the literature on racism, prejudice,

syndrome is in order.

3
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Behaviors Observed to be Peculiar to New Black
Parent-Controlled Community-Based
Educational Settings
,

Prejudice .

In Gordon Allport's The Nature of Prejudice

prejudice is defined in two ways.
f r om the

.

The first is that taken

New English Dictionary :

A feeling, favorable or unfavorable, toward a person
or thing, prior to, or not based on, actual experience. 32

The second, a definition with which most of us are
familiar, is that of negative ethnic prejudice:

Ethnic prejudice is an antipathy based upon a faulty
and inflexible generalization. It may be felt or
expressed.
It may be directed toward a group as
a whole, or toward an individual because he is a member of that group. 3

Taking either definition, the "problem," similar to the
one expressed by Sarason, arises from conceptualization of

reality vis a vis another group or individual which often
results in dissatisfaction, disillusionment, disappointment,
despair, and sense of powerlessness within and/or without a

group or an individual.

Even if the prejudice is favorable,

as mentioned in the first definition, discrimination is

practiced to the same result.

So-called "reverse

discrim-

ination is a case in point.
^^A New English Dictionary, Vol. VII, Pt. II, quoted in
Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Garden City, N.Y.
Addison— Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. 1958) p. 7.
,

^^Ibid.

,

p. 10.

,
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In communities or work situations,
Allport summarizes,

behaviors classified as prejudicial most often
tend to surface and/or intensify under certain conditions.
These
conditions include:
1.

Degree of heterogeneity in the population

2.

Ease of vertical mobility

3.

Rapid social change concomitant with anomie^"^

4.

Ignorance and barriers to communication

5.

Direct and realistic competition or conflict

6.

Exploitation sustaining important interests in
the community

7.

Customs and traditions favorable to aggression
and bigotry and hostility

8.

Traditional justifications for ethnocentrism and
scapegoating

9.

Unfavorable attitudes toward both assimilation
and cultural pluralism^^

Each of these conditions can be reduced to the crux
of the problem, the conceptualization of reality, found

by Sarason in "new settings."

determines one

'

s

What one views as real

thought which in turn determines techniques

of communication and selection of behaviors.

Allport also

Condition characterized by anarchy (Allport, The
Nature of Prejudice p. 219), it is a sociological concept
representing disruption, dysfunction, and demoralization
By a loss
of social structure, institutions, and values.
scapegoats.
of predictability in life, people tend to seek
,

^^Allport, The Nature of Prejudice

,

pp. 215-223.

"
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to Sarason's idea by stating tbe prejudicial act

depends upon "the way the stimulus object is perceived.
However, implying that Allport's conditions are in
fact "new situations" is begging the point.

Rather, another

phenomenon may account for the similarity of behaviors
between situations of prejudice and situations of "new
settings"

— the

similarity being the resultant feelings of

disillusionment, despair, and a sense of powerlessness.

Racism/Genocide

.

The Random House Dictionary of the English

Language defines racism as
a doctrine that inherent differences among the
.
.
.
various human races determine cultural or individual
achievement, usually involving the idea that one's own
race is superior; ... hatred or intolerance of
another race or races.

Genocide is defined as "the deliberate and systematic
38
extermination of a national or racial group."

Racism and

genocide are factors to consider in the development of Black
If new Black settings either are determ ned by

communities.

non- Blacks or are continuously destroyed, the Black communities, making no progress, are doomed to stagnation and an

eventual death.
Superficial glances at the two (racism and genocide)

definitions may give the impression that the two are
^^Ibid.

,

p.

201.

^^The Random House Dictionary of the English Language
Random House, 1968) p. 1088.
(New York
:

38

Ibid.

,

,

p.

551.

,
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different and not the same.

However, a closer examination

yields greater similarity.
In a work entitled Institutional Racism in America

edited by Louis

.

Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, racism is

L.

the motive behind cultural genocidal practices:

From the beginning, the early colonizers apparently
considered themselves culturally superior to the
natives.
This sense of superiority
found
its ultimate expression in ideas of "manifest destiny"
and a "white man's burden."
Thus began an
extended process of genocide, giving rise to such
-aphorisms as "The only good Indian is a dead Indian."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The ethnocentrism of the White colonialists is evidenced
they landed in a "new world" where they

in their language:

encountered the "Indian" whose culture was different and
therefore the "Indian" needed saving.

When the "Indian"

refused to be "saved" via Christianity, he was "inferior"
and to be subjugated.

When subjugation appeared infeasible,

the land had to be rid of the "heathen" in a variety of

"removal" of the "Indian" to barren and snow-ridden

ways:

"reservations," massacres, gifts of small-pox infested
blankets, etc.

Robert Jau.lin, a French cultural anthropologist, labels
these behaviors "genocidal,"

In La Paix Blanche,^ Jaulin

proposes that the behaviors of Western Man toward Non-Western
^^Louis L. Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, eds.
tional Ra cism in America (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
1968)
pp. 7-8.
Hall Inc .
,

,

,

Insti^uPrentice-
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Man are rooted in White Supremacy.^^

His documentation of

the destruction of "Non-Western" peoples by Western peoples
of the world is convincing: however, some points need to be

made concerning Jaulin's extensive studies.

Rooted in the culturally genocidal/racist attitudes of
the Western Man is his concept of reality.

For example,

because the Western Man defines "creativity" in terms of the

Western Man's view of what constitutes "creativity," the
Non-Western Man cannot be creative.

In order to be creative,

the Non-Western Man must first be recognized by the Western

Man as being creative.

Then and only then is he creative.

In short, Jaulin claims that the Western Man "negates" or

destroys the Non-Western Man by denying him his individuality and uniqueness.

The destruction is not being denied by this researcher.

The point is that these attitudes/behaviors resemble those

uncovered by Sarason:

in similar fashion, the innovators

fall to recognize the existence of the community: its identity, uniqueness, history, desires, thoughts and ambitions
of the
are thought not to exist or are defined only in terms

innovators' desires, etc.

Non-Western culIn order to arrest this destruction of
learn to "affirm"
tures, Jaulin suggests that Western Man
France:
^^Robert Jaulin, La Paix Blanche (Paris,
la Presse Seuil 1971).
,

:
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or accept-as-is

T

to be supplementary in his behavior with

the Non-Western Man,^^

Sarason likewise suggests innovators learn to be mutual
or "reciprocal" in their behaviors with the community.

Behaviors other than those recommended can only result in
death:

of a setting, of a people.

"Self-hatred Syndrome."

The prejudicial genocidal/racist

behaviors are not only typical for or only practiced by
Whites on Non-Whites as much of the aforementioned literature would lead one to believe.

Non-Western cultures also

adopt these attitudes towards themselves.
In the classic work of Cobbs and Grier, Black Rage

,

behaviors resembling behaviors already mentioned and dis-

cussed are described:
powerlessness.

disillusionment, despair, a sense of

These behaviors result from actions based on

conceptualization of reality.

Ironically, Cobbs and Grier

42

state

These behaviors ... [^have] to do with the setting,
that is, as [th® victim] sees it. . . . LT]he view of
[the] world is central to [one's] ability to succeed. ... [t] he importance of the intrapersonal
involvements which [play] such an important part must
Black people
not be minimized. ... to characterize
seem so very
in their relationships with one another
much to be the rivalry of siblings.
^^Ibid.

,

pp. 402-405.

Rage (New
"^^William Cobbs and Price M. Grier, Black
20-2Z.
pp.
1968),
Basic Books, Inc., Publishers,
York:

,
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Yet,

it is concluded that the above behaviors are an

operating "dynamic of Black self-hatred.""^^
Studies with which Cobbs and Grier were undoubtedly

familiar consistently yield high correlations between one's

acceptance of self and others' acceptance of

self."^"^

More

recent studies show relationships between an individual's

self-esteem and his perception of a group's opinion of
him.

45

However, because members of New Day School consis-

tently and persistently worked cooperatively and harmoniously together, the older and newer studies cannot accommo-

date for the so-called self-hatred behaviors that eventually
surfaced.

Another phenomenon must account for the destruc-

tive behavior observed.

Although they state that the reason Blacks hate Blacks
lies in the American culture, Cobbs and Grier parallel

unwittingly another point of Sarason:
the assumptions (the White man has re the Black
were to change ... the nation would benefit
tremendously. Such a change might bring about a closer
examination of our relations with foreign countries a
reconsideration of economic policies, and . . . prevent

Wf
man)

,

43

Ibid.

,

p.

198.

Phillips, "Attitudes Towards Self and Others: A
Psycho lBrief Questionnaire Report," Journal of Consulting Expressed
Between
oqy, 15:79-81: E. Berger, "The Relationship
of Others
Acceptance
ftHEiptance of Self and Expressed
47:778-782.
Psychology,
Journal of Abnormal and Social

Judith Wilcox and John Mitchell, ''f

"-^P^r^/"s^rn1°?a:LrrirnSriroh!::-So?vinfSoupInter-

e-YL^r^rsfl^SrSuriehaSS^,

Vol. 8. No. 2. May 1977.
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a degenerative decline from a powerful nation
to a

feeble third— class ex— colonialist country existing
at the indulgence of stronger powers. . . .46
I

In other words, mental assumptions dictate action;

changes in assumptions necessitate changes in action.

This

quotation also points up the mutuality/reciprocity urged by
Sarason; the affirmation urged by Jaulin.

Inherent in all of the mentioned situations is the

limited conception of reality and a resultant assault by one

group on another.

The assault must be violent for the out-

come is destruction.
For the purposes of this study, NDS has been classified
as a new setting.

However, the behaviors observed and

recorded during the development of NDS fall into each and

every category of previously described behavior;
racism,

prejudice,

"self-hatred," and new settings.

Psychological Attack .

A theoretical construct of Psycholog-

ical Attack is postulated in order to accommodate, integrate,

and render comprehensible all of these behaviors.

Originating from biological needs, it is theorized that
Psychological Attack became a pervasive cultural phenomenon
taking many different forms in order to maintain the permanency

or dominance of that cultural group.

It is further

thought that millions of years ago, human individuals coltheir
lected together for the purposes of facilitating

^^Cobbs and Grier, Black Rage

,

p.

203.
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biological needs:

food, shelter, procreation, elimination,

reproduction, health, etc.

Consequently, prescribed behav-

iors developed to efficiently and systematically provide for

and harmonize with natural animal needs.

When two or more cultures diametrically opposed by all
appearances and practices came in contact, an animal-pack

characteristic of primacy or dominance caused conflict which
was either physical or psychological.
primacy of one of the cultures

,
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The prize was the

for dominance allows a cul-

ture to continue and spread its practices without interference.
It is further theorized that as cultural practices

obscured the intended biological basis for the practices,
practice of Psychological Attack as a "warring" mechanism to

perpetuate primacy of a culture took permanent and firm

hold

— even

in the absence of a diametrically opposing cul-

ture.
It is further suggested that prejudice, racism,

"self-

are
hatred" syndrome, and characteristics of new settings

^^Richard
Lake (New York:
contention.

E.

Leakey and Roger Lewin, People of _th^
Doubleday, 1978) tends to support this
,

and Fathi Yousef,
"^^Compare pp. 227-232, John C. Condon
Comnunxcation
An introduction to Interc ultural
Inc.,
company,
.
The Bobbs-Merriil

—Culture

HTTs^

and the Radical
Press, 1973), pp.
university
Howard
City, N.Y..
(Garden
qilent Language
1747'
p.
19 73)
,

.

^

3,

T. Hall, The

Anchor rress/o
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behaviors that are in fact but part of this phenomenological totality.

Therefore, any culture/group upon encounter-

ing an apparently contradictory-to-practice culture/group

will and does practice Psychological Attack in any and all

appropriate forms such as racism, prejudice, and behaviors
of new settings.

Further, Psychological Attack has become pervasive and

common to the extent should an opposing culture/group not
be encountered, the culturally engrained and learned phenom-

enon urges to be practiced and is practiced within that

so-called self-hatred syndrome.

group:

The extent of the diversity within or between the

culture

(

s

)

/groupC s

)

determines the degree of the practice.

The extent of the apparent differences between the culture (s) /group (s) determines the extent of the diversity.

The greater the perceived differences

,

the greater the

intensity of the practice for it is a biological struggle
for primacy.

For the successful functioning of an educational

endeavor such as New Day School, the characteristics of
Psychological Attack must be recognized and the effects
minimized.

CHAPTER

III

HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF NEW DAY SCHOOL
History of New Day School

Pre-history of New Day School and the University Community
In the early 1970' s, the Women's Liberation Movement

exerted force on university campuses.

The force was in the

form of protest and demonstration concerning several issues,
one of which was child care.
In response to the force on its campus, a large. North-

eastern state university channelled funds through its School
of Education to rent a child care facility, to pay salaries,
to purchase supplies, equipment and food.

The facility,

called in this paper University Day School (UDS)

,

became a

"laboratory" for the School of Education.^

Par©nts within UDS dissatisfied with structure or pro-

gramming formed splinter groups which broke away creating,

by 1973, three additional child care groups on campus.
child
Space and money were two major issues confronting
care.

Facilities designed for children were non-existent:

University
infant population was increasing because the
students who
increased its enrollment of "non-traditional"

had young children,
director of Uni^Brief conversations with the former
in the establishment
versity Day school and parents active
of child care on campus.
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^
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A financial deficit of $31,000 was incurred by these
groups, including UDS.

The Chancellor's Office provided

$32,000 to erase the deficit and agreed to provide this sum

annually thereafter, without stipulation.
As the aforementioned events were taking place, late in

1972, elsewhere on campus a few parents committed to the

development of a "Third World" 4 community within the Uni-

versity community set out to provide child care for their
children.

The "Union of Third World Women," an officially

recognized student organization, assisted by acting as
advocacy agent.
By January 1973, their efforts produced two programs:

Loft II for kindergarten and primary grades, and Infant

Care Center (ICC) for infants three months to thirty months
old.

At this time. New Day School (NDS) was an envisioned
n

center for three and four year olds.

6

Definitive information on the development of New Day
School is scant because of lost documents, unkept records
and undated docioments.

Persons involved in the creation

^Child care documents.

See Appendix, p. 141.

^See Appendix A, pp. 140, 151.

understood
^Although no definition of "Third World" as
mean all
to
assumed
by these families was found, it will be
color.
of
those
oppressed peoples of the world, especially
^See Appendix A, pp. 112-115.

^See Appendix A, p. 114.
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of NDS refused or avoided interview.

However, from scant

documents available some things were determined:^
All of the families, approximately twelve, were
bilingual, English/Spanish.
2.

Most, if not all, of these families were politically and socially oriented to or motivated by
an undefined type socialism.

3.

An undergraduate dormitory was a parent-approved
location for New Day School, which began operation
Fall, 1973.

4.

A principle of "Collective Responsibility" was
adhered to. A socialist term, each member of the
society is responsible for the actions of others
in that society.
Definition is not available in
documents.

5.

Committees were established, but to what degree of
activity and effectiveness is undeterminable.
Minutes of meetings were not found.

6.

No policies of any kind were found.

7.

Beginning fall, 1974 semester, there was a complete
student-parent population turnover: Not one original family returned. Reasons are not determinable.

In September, 1974, fourteen new families enrolled their

children:
1.

All families were American- Black.

2.

None were bilingual in any real sense.

3.

None were politically involved in socialism, communism, or "militancy."

4.

Twenty-six parents were graduate students: four
were undergraduate students.

5.

All learned of NDS directly or indirectly from an
original family.

7

See Appendix A, PP . 112-114, for documents available.
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In September, 1974, the first Parents'
Meeting was held

by the Head-Teacher/Director

,

Ms. S. F.

Parents were in-

formed the school operated on the principle of
"Collective

Responsibility":® full-time tuition was ninety dollars

a

semester: attendance at all monthly meetings was mandatory:

each parent was to donate three hours a week to the school
in some capacity to satisfy their "cooperative" assignment:

and a volunteer was needed to teach Spanish.®
On December

3,

1974, the Head-Teacher/Director resigned

without explanation or notification.

Parents took turns

substituting, for final examinations were to start shortly

and child care was needed.^®
On this first day of parent-substitution, a letter from
the Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs was delivered, order-

ing Ms. F. to cease operation of a "proprietary" establish-

ment on the University premises.

Chronology of Interacting Behaviors in New Setting Between/
Among NDS Parents and University Community Groups
That night an emergency parents' meeting was held to
discuss the ramifications of the letter, and to establish

policy and procedure.

All fourteen families were present.

Decisions were made by consensus.

Established was a policy

to meet regularly to discuss, decide and act as a whole.

®See #4 with reference to "Collective Responsibility"
on preceding page.

^Recollections of parents.
^®See Appendix A, pp. 137-138.

"

.

.
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Each and every parent was to be informed of an involved
in
all decisions concerning the school.

The meetings were

weekly until the apparent crisis was over.

This was not in

imitation of the principle of "Collective Responsibility"
followed by the previous parent body.

Another (in-house) policy established was that trust
among parents was to be both automatic and consistent
Parent discussion ensued concerning problems likely to be

encountered in accordance with their perceptions:
•

1

y

1.

Negativistic attitudes and/or exp)ectations of
"White authority figures" toward Black people,
young and old. Samuel Yette's The Choice and
Daniel P. Moynihan's "The Negro Family; Case for
National Action" were recalled. ^3

2.

Detrimental attitudes and/or behaviors of Black
people who either try to "get over" at the expense
of other Blacks or who adopt the behaviors of
"oppressors "

Note: Trust, defined as confidence in the truth of
one's word and/or action, when violated was met with stern
reprimand and censure by the group. Trust among the parents
became a positive norm.
12

This discussion contains assertions not ordinarily
communicated, especially among strangers. However, the
policy of reciprocal and mutual trust may have provided an
atmosphere conducive to expression of these sentiments.
Non-expression of these sentiments may have engendered a
distrust in one another, thus undermining the effort.
Additionally, this type conversation may be the type
verbal exchange Sarason deems vital to the survival of a
new setting.
^

^Samuel Yette, The Choice (New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1971); Daniel P. Moynihan, "The Negro Family: Case
for National Action.

^^Paulo Friere, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (New York*
Seabury, 1968); Cobbs and Grier, Black Rage.

.
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3.

Circumstances in which parents are without
choice
persons unknown to them have to be cateqoricallv
^
trusted.

4.

Identification of unreliable sources and resources,
although important it was more important not to
alienate any group or person.
,

5.

Commitment of space, information, space or money was
not to be expected without "strings" from any person or group outside NDS.

6.

All facts pertaining to a given subject must be
known before thorough discussions and effective
decisions are made.

7

Necessary research was to be done by the NDS
parents.

.

8.

Identification of areas of no immediate help:
a.

Black Studies Department
The staff was thought
to be locked in an ideology of the 1960 's; several members were committed to a Marxist philosophy or permutations thereof thought to be
a-cultural

b.

Chancellor's Office . The top Black University
official was best helped by parents taking and
maintaining responsibility for themselves: the
Chancellor was not the immediate supervisor.

c

Early Childhood Education Program (ECE) at the
School of Education . Since the parents were in
no mediating position, asking for help during
ECE s period of internal schism may be antagonistic to its members.

10.
.

.

'

9.

Justification for existence and acceptance into the
University structure, explanation of organizational
structure and purpose have to be furnished.
Demands of time, strength, determination, and
"nerves of steel" are going to be made for an uncertain future which was for the children.

The curricular content for the children was pulled from
the parents' strengths and academic preparations:

science,

physical
mathematics, Spanish, reading, arts and crafts,

.
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exercise.

Emphasis on respect, for adults and one another,

was a particular parent request.

The program was cogni-

tively-oriented. 15
Last was the polling of the parents to determine who

had teacher certification in Early Childhood Education.
The only parent who had this certification was consequently
"appointed" director.

It was reiterated that the group made

decisions: however, whenever the parents could not be con-

vened for immediate decisions, the discretion of the director
would be trusted and respected.
The parents' first task was to contact the Vice-

Chancellor, who was the author of the letter to the Head-

Teacher/Director

,

demanding that she vacate the premises.

In attempting to do so, the parents were directed to two

resources:

Dr. H. H.

and Mr. R. D.

,

representing the Vice-Chancellor,

,

the business manager, both located in the

Commuter Affairs Office.

These persons suggested the direc-

tor and a parent representative attend the next meeting of
The name of the group was the

the child care group.

Advisory Committee on Child Care (ACCC)

,

which was composed

child
of the directors and parent representatives of each

care group. Dr. H. H.

,

and Mr. R. D.

This committee met

on
regularly to discuss problems confronting child care

campus
^^See Appendix

B,

pp.

160-163.

.
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The names of the child care groups were:
1.

University Day School, oldest and largest

2.

Hill and Dale, located off campus in
church

3.

University Children's Cooperative Center, located
in the University Family Housing Complex

4.

Infant Care Center
uate dormitory

,

a

Baptist

also located in an undergrad-

At the ACCC meeting, NDS parents were informed that a

decision had to be made by NDS:
remove NDS from campus.

to join the group or to

If the decision was to join, NDS

would be entitled to "guaranteed adequate and licensable
space" and legal counsel on determining and disposing of

debts possibly incurred by the previous administration.
To make the decision, the parents needed to research

off-campus pre-school site possibilities; to determine what
benefits, if any, the other centers were receiving by par-

ticipation within the University framework; to determine
amount of entitlement, if any, to allocated funds; and to
find the financial records of Ms.

F.

Parents selected their

After intercession, the parents returned with the

task.

following reports
1,

off-campus housing in town was discouraging. Most
structures violated state licensing regulations
To build was the only
for child care facilities.
alternative

^^See Appendix A, pp. 128-139, pp. 115-118 for verification of their findings.
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2.

The ACCC had been given $32,000 without conditions
attached. Yet, the $32,000 was untouched by the
Child Care group.

3.

The only center actually receiving "benefits" such
as student workers was University Day School because
of its arrangement with the School of Education.

4.

Ms. F. relinquished the financial records:
no
debts outstanding and credit good. However, Ms. F.
claimed NDS owed her $325.

The parents "joined" the system and took advantage of
the legal counsel.

The University lawyer informed the par-

ents that as part of the University system, NDS was protected

from legal suits which University lawyers handled.

Lastly,

as part of the system, three requisites were to be followed:
1.

Follow University guidelines for purchasing, hiring,
and firing.

2.

Do not engage in any fund-raising.

3.

Do not violate any state or federal laws.

The lawyer then introduced the director to Dr. J. D.

,

Special Assistant to the Chancellor.
Dr. J. D. 's concerns were NDS's involvement with

Loft II, and the source of monies in the preschool.

were "none" to the former and "tuition

to the latter.

Financial records were offered for inspection.
At the parents

'

Responses

17

meeting during which the report about

centered on the
the visit to the lawyer was made, discussion
decided no judgmeaning of the meeting with J. D. It was
caution be exercised.
ments of character be made of anyone and
17

See Appendix A, pp.

137-138.
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Time passed after the meeting with the lawyer and
Dr, J, D.

The Vice-Chancellor had not been met.

The

weekly meetings with the ACCC had begun to frustrate NDS
parents.

Members of the ACCC had difficulty deciding on objectives or policies.

For example, how to divide the $32,000

(per capita, equal division, needs-assessment

)

was the agenda

for many meetings.

Meanwhile, NDS parents continued to substitute.
nent,

dependable staff, was a priority.

Perma-

Money was needed

to advertise for and interview applicants.

Eventually, NDS forced the issue, an antagonistic

position which it would have preferred not to have happened.
The outcomes, however, were each center receiving one-fifth
(or $6,400 annually) of the $32,000 and NDS proceeding with

hiring staff.
Because of its newness to the University, precise pro-

cedures for hiring within the Child Care system had not been
established.

The other centers selected staff without Uni-

versity input,
NDS decided to have University input to prevent accusations of unfair hiring practices.

The parents therefore

invited members of the ACCC to participate.

Dr, H, H,

Environaccepted and suggested the head of the University

mental Health Services also participate.

He accepted.

The

the search, screened
parents, with this assistance, initiated
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resumes and interviewed applicants.
search committee (Dr. H. H.

,

All members of the

two parents, the director, and

the head of the Environmental Health Services) interviewed

and voted on the applicants.
Ms. M. B.

,

Two Black women were selected:

Head-Teacher and Ms. A.

S.

,

teacher.

In addition to the problem of staffing, the parents

worked on the problem of space.

The Environmental Health

Services of the University had paid NDS, located in a dormitory, a visit.

The purpose of the visit was to determine

the adequacy of the dormitory's facility for a child care

The report made indicated the facility to be tem-

center.

porarily permissible, but renovations had to be made for the
space to be licensed by the state.

18

Either the University renovate the dormitory area or NDS
relocate.

Consequently, the parents extensively researched

the alternative sites on and off campus, again.

Prospects of finding licensable space diminished.
The parents expressed this finding to the ACCC:
able space for NDS meant no NDS.

no licens-

A shift in language and

focus of the ACCC began to sharpen.

Once of cooperation and

conciliation, the rhetoric was now that of reluctance and
fear:

for example, expressions such as "enemies of day

care," "insincerity," "lackies of the Chancellor,
used.

were

Referents were the Vice-Chancellor and the Principal

Administrative Officers (PAO) of the Chancellor.
^®See Appendix A, pp. 129-131.
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The Advisory Committee

'

s

concerns about money and space

for all of the centers channeled into a single issue:

space

for New Day School.

The Vice-Chancellor sent assurances that space would
be provided at one of three campus sites:
a dormitory:

Crestfield House,

Extension A, site of part of the School of

Education: or University Family Housing Complex.
a time

This was

which the parents had to trust for lack of an alter-

native.

Members of the Black community tried to "assist" NDS
in its dilemma.

For instance, Kwaku-Anansii

,

a Black stu-

dent newspaper, ran an article on "Third World" schools in
the area.

The article referred to Loft II, but the children

in the pictures were NDS children.

NDS parents explained to the news reporting staff
state law requires written permission of each parent before

photographs may be taken of children.

The newspaper was

subject to legal action.

The newspaper staff apologized and requested permission
to do a human interest story on New Day School.

The parents

consented with the stipulation that the copy be reviewed by
the parents before its going to press.

initial copy in the newspaper.

The parents saw the

The parents' and director

destructively
words were quoted correctly, but the context
secure space
criticized the Vice-Chancellor's efforts to
for NDS.

s

.
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The angered parents wrote a letter of apology to the

Vice-Chancellor.

This letter was to have appeared in the

next edition of Kwaku-Anansii. It did not.
Then, the parents of NDS were asked to participate in
a

talk-show on the University radio station.

discussion was the "Third World" schools.

The topic of

Not wishing to

alienate the "young Brothers and Sisters," and smarting

behind the Kwaku-Anansii articles, the parents debated their
participation.

The decision:

.

.

not to participate.

19

The parents tried to reach one of the three contact
persons:

Ms. K. T.

Ms. R. B.

,

Director of Infant Care Center:

representative from Loft II: and Ms. C.

commentator.
8:00 p.m.

,

B.

,

news

The scheduled taping of the show was set for

No one could be reached.

The director and a

parent representative went to the studio at 8:00 p.m. to tell
the participants that NDS would not be present.
Ms. C. B. informed the people that the taping had

taken place earlier and that NDS had been represented by a
Ms . G . L
afterMs. G. L. was a volunteer in the school on Friday

noons to teach Black History to the children.

She was not a

parent, she never attended parent meetings.
of the par19
^The following events were recollections
given.
,

therefore not
ents, therefore dates are unclear and
available
However, documentation is
loz
i44!^2
A, pp. 115 12 /, 144
Child care Minutes, or see Appendix
'

.
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On the air
in NDS.

<

Ms, G. L.

identified herself as

a

teacher

The parents tried in vain to reach Ms. G. L. to

inquire about the incident.

The parents also tried to con-

tact the participants of the talk-show: this, too, was to no
avail.

A follow-up broadcast had been arranged for May 14,
1974.

This time the parents decided to draft a statement

that was to be read at the beginning, in the middle and at
the end of the broadcast.

The statement declared that NDS

was not socially, religiously or politically oriented or

motivated: that it was not defined as "Third World," but mul-

ti-racial and multi-ethnic: that it was one of many University child care centers at the University and that the program

was cognitively-oriented.
The director and a parent representative, Mr. J. J.,

went to the studio with the statement.
ones to appear for the broadcast.

They were the only

Ms. C. B. told them she

expected the others, for no one had cancelled.
On May 15, 1974, at her place of employment, the Director, Ms. M. G.

,

received a phone call from Dr. J.

Chancellor's Special Assistant.

D.

,

the

He demanded the immediate

presence of the Director before the Chancellor.

He informed

Chancellor's
her that her "group" had just taken over the
the building.
office and that the Campus police had secured
asked her to
He met her at the door and immediately

office.
identify the people in the Chancellor's

The

—
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walking in the midst of the demonstrators, was
unable to identify any of the women.

It was obvious to

Dr. J. D. and other staff members that the demonstrators

did not recognize the Director.
The demonstrators were Caucasian women and children

clapping to the rhythm of a chant "Save the Third World
School."

Television cameras were present.

Mr. D. F.

,

another Special Assistant to the Chancellor,

took the Director into his office for interrogation.

Secur-

ity was also present.
Line of questioning was on the Director's previous

knowledge of the "Takeover," identification of the participants, and information about the parents of New Day School

their names and student status.

He indicated that he did

not know any of the parents as political activists.

The Director then related the incidents that lead up to
the previous night's broadcast on the University's radio

station.

Still puzzled and not completely believing the "Takeover" was done in behalf of New Day School, the Director

asked Mr.

F.

why the people had chosen to take over the

Chancellor's Office.

His response, not completely under-

essence that the
stood by the Director at the time, was in
not the
"battle cry" of the demonstration was probably
that everyone
actual reason behind the demonstration and
doing so. His
participating had his/her own reason for

.
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function was to determine to the best of his ability
all of
the reasons for the "Takeover

After the interrogation, Mr.

wait outside his office.

entered the room.

Mr. F.

F.

asked the Director to

Members of the Chancellor's staff
,

Security, and the Chancellor's

staff had a closed-door conference for about twenty minutes

after which the door opened and Mr.

F.

informed the Director

negotiations were in progress.
The Director was then asked if she knew what the issues
were.

He presented her with a list of demands which had no

relationship to the chant of "Save the Third World School.
Everyone present, except the Director, was sure that
the "Third World" school referred to was NDS.

requested

a

The Director

message be sent in to the negotiators asking

permission for the Director of NDS to take part in the negotiations.

The reply was NDS was represented!

Who was rep-

resenting NDS was not determined.
The Director decided to leave the building to inform the

parents of what had occurred.
escort to the exit.

Mr. F. provided her with an

She saw Dr. H. H. in her office, and

asked if she could visit with Dr. H. H.

The officer consented.

Dr. H. H. greeted the director and told her the "Take-

over" was for "the good of day care."

^^This was an important observation made by Dr. D. on
the reasons for the takeover. The reasons, it is believed,
relate to individual's perceptions of reality.

^^See Appendix A, pp. 153-155.
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As she spoke, Dr. H. H. revealed her involvement in the

"Takeover."

she also identified the Poor Woman's Lobby as

one of the planners.

With this information, the Director left the Administration building and headed for NDS.
NDS staff had already been alerted a demonstration
on NDS s behalf was taking place.
'

One parent was waiting at

the center for other parents to come to get any information

they might be bearing.

The parent waiting said she received

a phone call from someone at Infant Care telling her that her

baby was being taken to
office.

a

demonstration at the Chancellor's

After getting her child, she came to NDS where she

had a daughter enrolled to warn other parents who had
infants at ICC.
The parents gathered in the dormitory's lounge to

listen to the evening news.

After listening to the news

being broadcast as far as 100 miles, the parents decided
that only five parents and the director should meet that

night to take action.

The outcome of that night's meeting

was a letter to the Vice-Chancellor dated May 16, 1975.

22

The Vice-Chancellor's office informed the parents of
gave
the day the final negotiations were to take place and

the parents permission to attend this meeting.

negoThe parents and Director appeared for the final

tiations.

They noticed none of the participants in the

^^See Appendix A, pp. 157-158.
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take-over were Black, although one young woman had Hispanic
appearance.

Ms. K. T.

,

the Black director of Infant Care

reported to have been involved in the negotiations, did not
appear for the finalization of the negotiations.
As each negotiator introduced him/herself by name and

organization affiliation, NDS parents recorded the information.

The Vice-Chancellor gave the Director of NDS permission
to read the letter the parents had sent to him in protest of

the situation that occurred on May 15, 1975.

There were three additional points the NDS parents

wanted to make;
1.

A systematic and deliberate effort by all parties
involved was successful in keeping NDS ignorant
of the intentions and reasons for the "Takeover"
which were not related to Child Care or to NDS.

2.

The day before the "Takeover" the Chancellor had
responded in writing to their list of demands.
Regardless, their choice was to carry out the
"Takeover" plan.

3.

Genuine "Third World" involvement was neither
sought nor desired.

The representative of the Vietnam Veterans

*

Coalition

blurted out he had been "used" and he did not want to be
part of a Black-White confrontation.

Vociferously, the

complexion
NDS parents insisted he should have noticed the
helping.
of those supposedly being helped and of those

immediately left the room.

He
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Other demonstrators began to betray the involvement of
Dr. H. H.

She denied the extent of her involvement.

The floor was finally yielded to the Vice-Chancellor
who reported to the Committee the University officials'
final proposal: 23
1.

NDS's new location was in University Family Housing
Complex. Two two-bedroom apartments during the
summer were to be vacated and renovated for earliest
occupancy.

2.

Rent for the two two-bedroom apartments was to be
"absorbed" the first year by the University, but
in the future rent was to become a line item in the
NDS budget. This amount totalled $400 per month
or $4,800 per year.

3.

Money was to be provided for a part-time Child Care
Coordinator.

4.

No more money beyond the $32,000, the Child Care
Coordinator and the complete cost of renovation
were going to be allocated to day-care. The meeting
was adjourned.

Reaction of the NDS parents was one of disappointment.
There was no money to purchase equipment or supplies.
things were realized, however:

Two

NDS had a location and the

location was to be the second largest child-care site in the

University system.
Shortly after the news circulated that NDS, an "allBlack" child care center, was moving to the University

Family Housing Complex, rumors began to reach the ears of
^^Many of the "demands" of the Day Care Task Force
announced.
had already been arranged, but not previously
The
1975.
Note Dr. H. H. 's statement, p. 151, April 22,
centers.
only apparent change was the location of the
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the NDS parents:

there would be a "Welcoming Party" await-

ing their arrival: and anything placed in the
school would
be destroyed.

The parents viewed these threats as real.

The parents of NDS learned that most of the harshness

was coming from the parent body and supporters of the Uni-

versity Children's Cooperative Center, the same ones who par-

ticipated in NDS's being "Saved."
In July of that summer, the director of the University

Children's Cooperative and a supporter demanded the presence
of the NDS parents at a University Family Housing Complex

community meeting.
Mr. B. B.

,

attended.

The Director of NDS and a parent,

The "community" turned out to be the

director of University Children's Cooperative Center and the
supporter.

These two people repeated the rumor previously heard:
trouble if NDS relocates to University Family Housing Complex.
Mr. B, B. and the Director made clear that NDS was going

to move in and that the parents were prepared to fight "fire

with fire."

Mr. B. said,

"We will retaliate in kind.

know who you are and where to come looking.

"

We

The NDS people

left.

NDS never experienced genuine trouble with the parents
or children of University Children's Cooperative.

and threats were not realized.

Vandalism
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In August, the NDS parents were told by the Director

that she could not continue as Director, for the stresses

engendered by the position had taken their toll on her.
The NDS Head-Teacher

,

M,

B.

,

had resigned because her

husband finished his studies and her family was returning
to New York.

The parents urged the Director to consider

taking this position, for the curriculum had to be further

documented and the staff had to be trained in the philosophy
and practices of the curriculum.
No one anticipated the impact this action was to have
on A. S.

ceed Ms.

,

the teacher and the most likely candidate to sucB.

It was assumed she understood all of the reasons

for this "move."

At the first parents' meeting in September, 1975, a

parent volunteer for the Directorship was requested.

Two

parents new to NDS volunteered to be part-time directors.
NDS was the first center to have a co-directorship in which

each part-time director was responsible for specific areas
of administration.

The new directors made very important changes that

remain to this day.

The Parents Advisory Board (PAB) and

the E\ind-Raising Committee were formed.

Writing Committee was also initiated.

The first Proposal

Most important, how-

ever, for all of University day care, Ms. D. H.

,

a co-

which received
director, proposed the "Childhoodship Program"

wide and enthusiastic acceptance.

This program was one of
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financial awards/assistance towards day care tuition costs
of a qualified parent with a child in one of the University

day care centers.

Although NDS had not yet moved to the new and larger
facility, the new directors realized an increase in parent

population meant an increase in difficulty for decisionmaking.
It was decided that the PAB would be the decision-making

body, but the entire parent population would have the power
to reject decisions made by the PAB,

mechanism to maintain
maintain

a

a

This action was a

semblance of Parent-Control, and to

flow of vital information.

Additionally, the

idea of a newsletter was conceived but not, at this point,

acted on.
In January,

pancy.

1976, the new facility was ready for occu-

Before the move, however, the newer parents had

begun to express what was interpreted as dissatisfaction

with the curriculum and the budget.

The curriculum appar-

ently was not meeting the objectives stated in the Parent
Manual.

The budget figures were accurate: NDS did survive

on an insufficient amount of money.

When NDS moved to the beautifully and spaciously
Complex,
designed new site, in the University Family Housing

dissatisfaction viciously surfaced.

The newest parents who
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had just enrolled their children (January, 1976) were very

confused and did not understand why the extreme discontent.
The nature of the concern was the lack of "progress" of the
school and children's behavior.
At the next parent meeting, the former Director and

now Head-Teacher offered her resignation.

Fights almost

broke out between the old parents and the new parents
(those who had come before January, 1976).

Approximately

half the parents stated if Ms. M. G. resigned, they were
going to withdraw their children immediately.

asserted its voice:

The PAB

other University child care centers

were most anxious to accept Black children.

If any parent

did not like NDS as it had come to be, then the University

had other sites.
One family withdrew its children after Ms. M. G.

informed the parents she intended to continue.
In March, Mr. J. S., one of the co-directors, informed

the parents he had been accepted to medical school and there-

fore had to resign the directorship.

Ms. H. refused to

handle the directorship by herself.
Ms. A. O,

,

another new parent, offered her services as

co-director to replace Mr. J.

S.

However, she insisted a

NDS
full-time director be found, for the task of directing

was obviously monumental.

Additionally, as a parent coop-

more than
erative assignment, the co-directorship demanded
was approved by the PEG
three hours per week. The suggestion
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To accommodate this suggestion tuition had to be raised

from $180 full-time to $200 full-time.

However, the NDS

tuition remained the lowest of the other centers.
Ms. A. O. suggested to the PAB that the full-time Head-

Teacher, Ms. M. G.

,

be made the part-time director and part-

time Head-Teacher with her compensation increased from $6400
to $7200.

The PAB and the PBG approved and granted official

title of Head-Teacher/Director.
In the meantime, the Advisory Committee on Child Care
(ACCC) members had changed and a child care coordinator,

made possible as a result of the "Takeover," was hired.
It is at this point that the historical background of

NDS will be terminated.

It is May, 1976.

A description

of NDS as it has evolved into being is given in the next

section.

Thus the present tense is used.

Description of New Day School

New Day School is one of many day-care centers on the

University campus.

Its all-encompassing goal is as follows:

To establish and maintain a parent-controlled, lowcost day-care center in which pre-school children
consume their time in economical gualitative educational experiences/activities in math, science, reading,
music, elementary Spanish, and history of African,
Asian, Hispanic and Native American cultures.
however,
The establishment of this school is history:

present and on-going prothe maintenance of the school is a
24
parent-controlled.
cess, primarily because the program is
^^See Appendix

B,

pp. 163-173.
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Administration:

parent activities .

Parents make major

decisions concerning NDS including budgeting, hiring and
firing, and policy-making.

Major decisions are made pri-

marily by the Parent Advisory Board (PAB) which is the
policy-making, information-screening and decision-making
body.

Other committees report to it, and grievances are

brought before it.

Only the Parent Body General (PBG)

(total parent enrollment) places a check on the PAB.

The

PBG ratifies or rejects all decisions of the PAB.
The Personnel Committee produces job descriptions

(approved by the PAB), advertises the vacancies, interviews,

selects and facilitates the hiree

University payroll.

'

s

being placed on the

This committee also writes the Affirm-

ative Action procedure followed.

Members of the PAB are invited to participate in the
interview and discussion of applicants, but they are not

allowed to vote.

Voting is rank-ordering of candidates

which must be verbally justified.

Reasons may be challenged.

Biases sometimes surface and are dealt with.

Again, the

Parent Body General has the power to make this and other

committees undo what they have done.
approved or
Budget is established by the Director and
Board.
rejected or modified by the Parent Advisory

Tuition

for the PBG considers
increases must be strongly justified,
another aspect of the
tuition hikes counter-productive to

school's goal:

low-cost day care.
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To maintain low cost, the following are employed:
1.

Establishment of a fund-raising committee (Friends
of the New Day School) for the purpose of providing
additional monies aside from tuition and funding
agencies (Student Affairs and Student Governments)

2.

Equipment and teaching aids purchased for dual
and multi-uses

3.

Parent cooperative assignments

4.

Employment of personnel at moderate salaries

Constantly on the minds of insiders and outsiders is
the possible compromising of good teachers for low pay.

Fortunately, most people in the town area are students whose

expenses are minimum.

Also, students or mates of students

usually are hired.
In comparison to other day care center personnel out-

side of the University framework, NDS personnel is paid well.
In comparison to public school teachers, however, the staff
is paid poorly.

To attract talented, creative and dedicated staff, the

needs of the staff are ascertained and met if at all possible.

For example, tuition reduction for child care or

defrayment of moving costs.

Communication and coordination among the organs of the
NDS body are essential.

Monthly meetings are held; a

month heraldbilingual parent publication is put out twice a
minutes of the
ing events past and present and providing

Parent Body General meetings.
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A Building Committee which functioned greatly in the
beginning of the school's history now installs playground
equipment, repairs broken items, constructs necessary equip-

ment and periodically checks the safety and usability of
equipment.

Committee assignments are parent cooperative duties.
An alternative to committee assignment may be contributing

three hours per week working in the school.

Each semester,

approximately two parents opt for "inclass assignments."
Parents gain experience working with children, observe different teaching styles, prepare and execute lessons, and

attend staff-training sessions.
Coordinating these various functions is the responsi-

bility of the Parent Coordinator assisted by the Director.
The Parent Coordinator position is also a parent cooperative
assignment.

A small monetary fee is levied for parent services not
rendered.

In spite of the small amount, $25

,

in the past

the parents have amazingly chosen to "cooperate" thus giving

time and energy beyond the value of $25.

More recently,

however, the fee has been increased to $50 half-day, $100
full-day.

Research was and is an on-going process.
research.
the Head-Teacher/Director does the

Presently,
She takes

projects which yield
courses and/or undertakes independent
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the required information.

in the future, parents will be,

as was once done in the past, doing the research.

Staff is trained by the Director through orientation

sessions and in-service workshops regularly scheduled.

Differentiated staffing patterns are used.

Talents and

skills of all staff and parents are utilized to a maximum.

The parental talents permit an approach to curriculum instruc-

tion motivational to the young children.
The staff is responsible for not more than twenty-eight

children aged

2. 6-7.0 at any one time.

The staff therefore

consists of one Director (part-time) who is also the morning

Head-Teacher (part-time): a morning teacher who is also the
afternoon Head-Teacher;

a

teacher assistant (full-time):

two student volunteers who are work-study from the University
or neighboring colleges; one community volunteer paid by an

outside agency (Comprehensive Employment Training Act

— CETA;

Youth Services): a maintenance person (part-time): and three
parent volunteers

,

one of whom has an in-class assignment

assisting the art teacher.

Other parents assist at lunch-

...

time or with playground activities.

25

All staff is responsible to the Director.

Parents who

have "in-class" assignments are part of the staff.

The

afternoon Head-Teacher is responsible for the entire afterassignments, and
noon program such as curriculum, teaching

following page.
^^See Administrative Flow Chart on
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School

Day

New

of

Chart

Flow

Administrative
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pupil evaluation.

When necessary, the afternoon Head-

Teacher may consult the Director.

Independence is stressed.

One requisite is that the afternoon curriculum teachings/

program coincide with the objectives of the school set forth
by the parents.
Factors determining the adequate-to-excellent mainte-

nance of a parent— controlled operation are:
1.

Lack of parent energy/in-put on a large scale
(75 percent)

2.

The degree of intervention of the University

Review at this point of the administrative flow chart
may be helpful.
The administrative structure outside of NDS is rather
complex.

Many logical "flows" do not occur at all.

instance, the NDS

'

s

of Student Affairs.

For

Director's supervisor is Vice Chancellor

Between the Vice-Chancellor and the

Director are a few intermediate facilitators.

The Child

Care Coordinator is a facilitator primarily of information,

budgeting and personnel processing.

He becomes a spokes-

person for all of the day care centers when a spokesperson
is required.

The coordination of many day care centers is

no easy task, especially when one considers each and every

center is in fact autonomous.
The autonomy of each center is checked by University

and State regulations.

Because NDS is a part of the Univer-

same time a
sity, it is a function of the state and at the

state agency.
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Car© in 1976 was "tiousGd" in
opment Center.

tli©

Community D©v©l—

The role of the CDC is primarily advisory.

The Assistant Director of CDC attends the ACCC meetings and

works closely with the Child Care Coordinator.

More

recently, she has been of assistance in helping the ACCC

formulate its goals and objectives as a unit.

There have been and probably will continue to be
attempts to "standardize" the day care centers.

However,

the centers feel that complete standardization jeopardizes
the uniqueness and individuality of the centers.

Classroom management .

Children are grouped according to

maturity more than anything else.

Regardless of age (rang-

ing from 2.9 to 7.0) some children have more self-control

than others.

There are basically three groups:

"older," and "younger."

on necessity.

"middle,"

A fourth group may be created based

For example, some children more advanced than

others need special attention.

Each group "rotates" every half-hour.

For instance,

group "Y" goes to Ms. X for a half-hour of reading, then
"lines-up" in a "train" and proceeds to Ms. Z for a half-hour

of art.

This practice is considered "structured" and often

has been criticized as "too structured" by people in the

Child Care system.

Although strong emphasis is placed on

See Flow Chart on following page.
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Flow Chart: New Day School's
Lines of Accountability

Direct Accountability
Indirect Accountability
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group activity, one morning each week is set aside for com-

pletely individualized pursuits.
There are at all times a minimum of three adults "on
the floor."

The Head-Teacher, two Assistant Teachers and

perhaps an "in-class" assigned parent.
Each teacher is "administratively" assigned

a group.

However, all children are taught by each teacher every day.

The "in-class" parent may have a group to work with if there
is an in-class parent working with the art teacher.

(The

pre-school art area needs more assistance.)
Teachers and in-class parents are assigned content
areas (reading, math/science, culture, art) according to

her/his strengths.

Team-teaching is employed in that the program is inter-

related and interdisciplinary:

one lesson reinforces another.

For example, in reading the children may learn the sound of

the letter "v": in science the children may learn about

"vibration"

;

in art the children may make "vase of violets

7

in culture the children may learn about "Vietnamese" chil-

dren.

Evaluation of student performance is also a team effort.
All teachers and "in-class" parents have a conference on

presented to
each child before a formal report is drawn up,
is that
the parents and placed in the files. Stressed
and reported.
strengths as well as weaknesses be determined
No child is "all-bad."
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P hilosophy .

The brief introductory paragraph to the par-

ent's information booklet begins:

"we deem it vital that

our children, who are different, and who are of
African,
Asian, Hispanic, and other peoples of color extraction.
(

see Appendix B

.

."

)

The parents believe effects of suppression and omission

of their children's knowledge and awareness of their sub-

cultures result in their children's individuality and self-

esteem being destroyed.

The curriculum therefore reflects

an unusual emphasis on cultures not of the "typical American" mainstream.

Pride of the sub-cultures is also reflected in an anti-

paternalistic attitude of the parents.

The University struc-

ture is regarded by the parents as a paternalistic structure.
Therefore, attempts to "standardize" the child care centers
are viewed as destructive to the unique curriculum.

The

parents want and apparently enjoy the responsibility of running the school.

strongly resisted.

Attempts to thwart this endeavor are

Herein lies the description of New Day

School as it has become.

Evolution of the structure, how-

ever, does not terminate here.

NDS responds to the needs of

its community in which it is based and which it diligently

strives to serve.

CHAPTER

I

V

ANALYSIS

Asher in Educational Research and Evaluation

Methods comments the concern of case studies, such as
this
dissertation:

... is to seek out every possible cause lying behind
current behavior or status. A well-done case study
will uncover most, if not all of the causal antececedents ... and must be capsulated within a very thorough and wide-ranging theory of behavior and society
to give the data focus. ... fRjecord facts and only
facts and later interpret in light of theory.!
Pauline Young in Scientific Social Surveys and Research
echoes Dr. Asher as she comments:
n the study of culture group . . . [t] he queshappened at such and such a time and
place?" is supplanted by the questions, "Why did such
and such transpire?" and "What effect did they produce
upon the life of the people and the groups most vitally
concerned?
The concern is with the fundamental
complex of causal factors which give rise to these
happenings I I
(Emphasis added.)
.

.

.

tion,

[ij

''’what

...

,

Analysis of the events of New Day School is therefore

developed in light of a theory of behavior and society which
addresses complex behavior such as that observed in new
Black parent-controlled, community-based settings.

^William J. Asher, Educational Research and Evaluation
Methods (Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown and Company,
Inc., 1976), pp. 148-149.
^Pauline Young, Scientific Social Surveys and Research
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966),
4th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
pp. 506-511.
,

:
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As background in the first two chapters it has been

shown:
1.

Historically, Black parents have been ambitious to
attain quality education for their children regardless of parent level of education

2.

According to Sarason's definition of new settings,
Black parents have been engaging in new settings
in attempts to attain quality education

3.

New Day School is a Black parent-controlled,
community-based new setting

4.

Systematic and clinical study of new settings for
development of theory to facilitate solution to
recurrent problems peculiar to them has been urged

For explication of theory, it needs to be shown:
1,

Predictable and recurrent behaviors identified by
Sarason as peculiar to new settings were observed
in NDS s development and
'

2.

,

Behaviors other than those identified by Sarason
were observed in NDS s development: racism,
prejudice, "self-hatred" syndrome
'

Finally explanation will be made, by way of theory of

behavior and society, to accommodate for both Sarason's
observed behaviors peculiar to new settings and behaviors
observed by the investigator to be peculiar to a Black
parQnt— controlled

,

community— based new educational setting.

Identification of Behaviors Peculiar to
New Settings Observed in NDS
of danger
According to Sarason, there are ten areas
each area, NDS’s behaviors
recurrent in new settings. Taking

are compared:
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^iranunication techniques with all entities involvt^d.
*
The parents did not communicate desires and/or
apprehensions with members of the Advisory Child
Care Committee (ACCC). ACCC members, likewise, did
not explain or state their desires or apprehensions
to NDS parents . The idea of verbal exchange on
these topics was never suggested. According to
Sarason, the core group/innovators (NDS parents)
were preoccupied with realizing their dreams and
ambitions: the existing community presumably did
not have a "pre-history," and was therefore, not
included in all aspects of the planning. Hence,
the parents preoccupied with their dreams and
ambitions, did realize the university existed; yet,
the university's prehistory was not consciously
explored. Therefore, the innovators' "concept of
Ideality" was ill-conceived and incomplete.
2

3

.

.

4.

Knowledge of the "prehistory" of the community in
which NDS was to be placed. Parents were not
knowledgeable of the objectives, customs, procedures and traditions of the University institution.
Furthermore, they were not aware of the immediate
history of NDS, their immediate "community." The
parents were unable to determine areas of strength
and weakness, problem and support, compatibility
and incompatibility within the University community.
The parents verbalized only what they presumed to
be areas of difficulty. Again, "concept of reality"
was incomplete.

Community (University and town) input and resource
utilization . NDS did rely on some community input
and resources to assist in its plight. More utilization was prohibited by lack of knowledge of the
community's "pre-history." However, if knowledge
of the community had been sought, better utilization
of the University's resources would have been
probable
Compatible, long-range and immediate goals of all
involved. The pre— school's immediate goals were
obviously not compatible with those of the ACCC.
The "Takeover" incident is a case in point.
As far as long-range goals the ACCC has yet to
finalize them. ACCC goals were never fully estaball
lished because communication between and among
place.
involved entities was not taking
,
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^J^Q^cessary erec tion of permanent structures . NDS
insisted on a state-required licensable space. The
parents preferred an already existing building; the
University made available only already existing
^uildings as possible locations. This is one area
in which concepts of reality coincided. Consider,
however that the NDS parents spent inordinate
amounts of energy researching the possibility of
erecting a building. Herein lies "psychological
possessiveness" depicted by the thought on the part
of the innovators that the new setting was to last
"forever," without considering the longevity of a
"Black" community and its rate of demand for child
care.
,

6.

Realization of limited resources
The parents
insisted on maintaining and balancing the budget.
Expenses were based on need. Very much aware that
resources were limited, the parents planned well
with the little information, money, personnel,
equipment and supplies available. Part of their
concept of reality was limited resources.
.

Members of the ACCC on the other hand were disturbed with NDS's insistence on a balanced budget.
Presumably, the ACCC's concept was that overexpenditure justified increase in allocation.
7

.

Community planning for continued community growth.
Assuming "community" is the ACCC and the University
of which NDS is but a part, the University provides
for "staff development." However, the University
did not immediately provide for actual growth of
ACCC members, presumably because child care was
"new" and its position within the University structure had not been determined and/or accepted.
Actual skills development was not discussed until
late in 1977-78 when child care became administrative responsibility of the Community Development
Center (CDC) which is subordinate to the Office of
Student Affairs.

Assuming "community" means NDS, NDS did provide
channels for growth of its parents, children and
staff.

Growth of parents was provided by the open channel
meetings.
of communication at the early Parents
however, when
successful:
This growth mechanism was
o
effectiveness
the parent population increased,
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communication was minimized. The extreme dissatisfaction which arose among new parents may have been
avoided if there were better mechanisms for expression of unmet needs and concerns.
As Sarason forewarned, the dissatisfaction was
interpreted as a threat to the leadership's (older
parents) primacy and as an attack on its abilities.
In light of the fact that only one family withdrew
after the outburst of dissatisfaction, this may not
have been the case.

Growth of children was provided by a specially
designed curriculum tailored to meet the future
and present needs of the community's children.
Growth of the staff was provided by in-service
training and independence in planning.
8-

External evaluation . An attempt to have external
evaluation was made late in NDS s development. This
evaluation was of classroom management and not of
the administration.
Perhaps if external evaluation
had been done initially, difficulties of the parents may have been minimized.
"Psychological possessiveness" and "concept of reality" were manifested in the form of paranoia towards outsiders
entering the dynamics of the operation. The parents
assumed an outsider could not appreciate what he/she
was witnessing, primarily because the administration
was parent-controlled and not handled by experts.
'

9

.

Realization that there will always be problems.
The older parents stated difficulties would arise.
However, it is difficult to determine if they
realized the duration of "always."

Communication of problems being ever present was
more difficult to relate to the newer parents who
were not involved in the day-to-day administration
of NDS.
As a matter of fact those parents whose parentcooperative duties were as parent representative
,

^This finding supports Watson's finding in "Some Notes
at a
on Experimental Colleges in America," paper presented
Magnolia,
Education,
conference on Innovation in Higher
Mississippi: Union for Research and Experimentation in
Higher Education, May, 1966.
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to the ACCC, members of the PAB or co-directors
expressed amazement at the "dynamics" and learning
they acquired in the running of NDS. This points
up the need for each individual's active participation in the management of NDS.

Consequently mechanisms for more effective communication of the type and scope of problems encountered need to be developed so that parents will
not become deafened by and apathetic to problems.
Idealistic assumptions exist which constitute "concept of reality" among innovators, says Sarason,
which determine their actions: the project is to
l^st forever, etc. Disillusionment sets in when
"things do not turn out as expected." Ideational
constructs can become reality constructs only if
there is realization of problems concomitant with
planning for continued growth and communication
with all involved.
,

,

10-

Confident leadership . NDS s leadership (the parents) had confidence that it had made the best possible decisions.
Sarason says leadership must be
confident that it will derive benefit from whichever situation in which it willingly chooses to
place itself.^ (Emphasis added.)
'

NDSfe leadership

did not have confidence that it would
derive benefit. There were times in the very beginning during which the parents felt since they had
nothing, nothing could be lost. However, always
there was a pessimism that something or everything
was going to be lost, not gained.

Pessimism may be related to the fact that leadership had no "choice" of situations, as Sarason
mentions
As for being parent-controlled, the parents were
confident in their abilities and successes, but
the fact that the University urged standardization
meant to them a loss of parent-control and individuality.

To say "confident leadership" one may determine
that overall NDS s leadership was confident. However, to attach Sarason 's qualification (that
'

4

Seymour

B.

Sarason et al.

pp. 89-91.
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derivation of benefit from whatever situation in
which the leadership willingly places itself),
one may determine NDS s leadership was not confident nor could ever be confident.
'

It is interesting Sarason does not say competent

leadership. Competency is probably a reality
concept to be verbalized and agreed upon by all
participating entities. Further, competency of
leadership may not be a requisite to success
because, as occurred in NDS, leadership becomes
part of everyone's responsility/mission.

Identification of Behaviors Peculiar to Black
Parent-Controlled, Community- Based Settings:
Racism, Prejudice, Self-Hatred Syndrome
Rac i sm/Genoc ide .

Racism has been defined as "a doctrine

that inherent differences among various human races deter-

mine cultural or individual achievement, usually involving
the idea that one's own race is superior.

.

.

."

5

Although those involved may disagree, the "Takeover"
of the Chancellor's office is used as a blatant example of

racism.
First, it was assumed by the White participants that

NDS

'

s

Black parent-controlled leadership was incapable of

"saving" itself and insignificant to be involved in the

planning of its "salvation."
of
The reader is asked to recall Jaulin's position

saving
racism/genocide exemplified by the White missionary

inherently and
the souls of "natives" who are different
_Languag[e,
^The Random House Dictionary of the English

p.

1088.
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physically.

Hence, the White race which is the superior and

already saved race, bears the native as his burden.

During

the "Takeover" the White participants determined
to "save"
the inherently and physically different "Third World"
school.
In short, the Takeover was based on the White partici-

pants' assumption that without their "help" to salvation,

the Black parent— controlled school was unable to achieve/
succeed.

Black leadership must have been assumed inferior

to the task for White intervention was considered requisite
to complete the task with or without the Black leadership's

consent and knowledge.

The outcome could only be destruc-

tion of NDS physically or mentally.

Thus, the "Takeover"

was perceived as a racial act.

Prejudice .

Allport describes prejudice as having an "emo-

tional flavor of favorableness or unfavorableness that accom-

panies such a prior and unsupported judgment."^

Whereas

prejudice and racism are sometimes difficult to distinguish,

prejudicial acts will be distinguishable here for they do not
result in the physical or mental death of the individual or
group.

Prejudicial acts are likened to delaying tactics as

opposed to racist acts which are likened to occluding tactics.
Prejudice therefore was evidenced by the ACCC's repeated

demands on NDS to demonstrate by submitting in writing
procedures, staffing patterns, curriculum, objectives, she
^Allport, The Nature of Prejudice

,

p.

7

.
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The other centers were not asked to produce in writing as

much as NDS.

Not only were demonstrations demanded, but

according to the researcher's notes,
If explanations were demanded once, explanations were
demanded a hundred fold and in all forms conceivable:
written, verbal, taped, etc
It had gotten to the
point in which NDS [took on appearances of being in]
a leadership position.^

—

.

It is believed the members of the ACCC either assumed

the Black parents were distrustful, deceitful and incompetent
to decide for themselves or believed the Black parents were
in fact leaders who had something to offer.

The latter is improbable considering recognition for

leadership was not verbally given.
In short, demands for repeat performance, it is inter-

preted, were based on prior unsupported determinations that

Black people are untrustworthy and inconsistent.

Self-Hatred Syndrome .

Cobbs and Grier state Black people

have been characterized in their relationships with one
another as "bickering," "sniping," and "backbiting."

Q

These behaviors, labelled as "self-hatred," were

observed by this researcher in the development of NDS.

The

most obvious example of so-called "self-hatred" occurred in
NDS into
January, 1976, immediately after the parents moved

Complex.
the new facility in the University Housing

The

of NDS
’^Personal diary notes of Ms. M. G. on History

®Cobbs and Grier, Black Rage

,

p.

22.
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parents had a beautifully and spaciously
designed child care
facility which was the fruit of their struggles.
Yet, they

began to viciously fight and name-call, much of
which was
directed at the Head-Teacher, Ms. M. G. The unity once

exhibited had suddenly and without substantial reason dissipated.

In the form of nebulous discontent,

"

it was the

ultimate self-destruct, self-inadequacy behavior that
surfaced.

.

.

.

9

The issues around which the dissatisfaction centered

were the children's "wild" behavior, lack of equipment and
supplies, and lack of decorations on the walls.

were explainable;

All "issues"

the children were excited and NDS had not

been allocated additional monies to develop the new facility,
a common practice in many school systems.

Shortly thereafter

,

it was uncovered that the most

vocal parent wanted the position of Head-Teacher.
At a subsequent meeting, the parents labelled their

actions as "self-hatred" and verbalized their suspicions
that continuance of this type destructive behavior would

ultimately result in the destruction of NDS;
ing and backbiting prevented progress.

their energies to the tasks ahead;

the bicker-

They decided to turn

procurement of equip-

ment, supplies, materials, and recruitment of children.

^Personal notes of Ms. M. G. on History of NDS.
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Why did these behaviors occur?

What effect did these

behaviors produce upon the individuals and the groups exposed
to these behaviors?

What are the fundamental causal factors

which gave rise to these behaviors?
In response to these questions

,

a

theory of Psycholog-

ical Attack is offered as a culturally-learned repertoire of

mechanisms to establish and maintain one's given culture or

group primacy.
Development of the concept of Psychological Attack is

based on the premise that individuals are products of culture
and subcultures.

Hence, when individuals come to new set-

tings, they bring with them their cultural "baggage" and

identifications:

values

belief systems, attitudes, expectations,

modes of communication, concepts of reality, and

the mechanisms to maintain their culture's perpetuation and/
or pre-eminance.

Further support for the strength of culture operating

within an individual's personality and consequently guiding
that person's thoughts and actions is reported in de Rise's

research on behavior exhibited in drug-altered states of
individuals.

Basically, she finds that cultural identifica-

tion continues to exist in those under the influence of drugs

^^Marlene Dobkin de Rise, "Cultural Persona in DrugInduced Altered States of Consciousness," in Social _a^
Cultural Identity Problems of Persistence and Change
Southern Anthroed. Thomas K. Fitzgeralds (Athens, Ga.
pological Society, University of Georgia Press, 1974),
pp. 15-23.
:
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during which time one would suppose a person
is able to
disassociate oneself from his/her culture. Consequently,

culture is so well learned and deeply ingrained in
the personality that it operates even on the subconscious
level.

although Sarason does not address new settings as cultural groups

,

cultural groups can and do engage in estab-

lishing new settings.
NDS was a cultural group engaging in a new setting.

That the population of NDS comprised a cultural group is

presumed because Blacks are considered a sub-cultural entity
within "mainstream America."

Additionally, in the program-

matic objectives, the parents demonstrate a sensitivity and

allegiance to their sub-culture. 12

Lastly, because the

majority of the members of the ACCC were White Anglo-Saxon
Protestants, the ACCC is also identified as a cultural group,
but of the mainstream of American culture.

Although Blacks are American, they are viewed as having
a

culture different from, and according to American percep-

tion, diametrically opposed to mainstream American culture.
11

Ibid.

12

13

See Appendix B, pp. 171-173; Appendix A, p.l36.

13

Marcel L. Goldschmid, Black Americans and White
Racism: Theory and Research (New York; Holt, Rinehart
1970)
and Winston, Inc .
pp. 260-262; A. Campbell and
H. Schuman, "White Beliefs about Negroes," in Black Amer icans and White Racism pp. 270-272; Charles S. Bullock III#
"Maturation and Changes in the Correlates of Racial Attitudes," Urban Education Vol. XII, No. 2, July 1977,
,

,

,

,

p.

229.
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Hence, a contact conflict ensues.

The prize is primacy of

a cultural group.

Because Blacks are a part of the American culture

,

mechanisms of Psychological Attack have been learned, both
inductively and deductively.

Inductively through the obser-

vation of individual behavior patterns of models such as
parents, national leaders, teachers, etc,; deductively

through overt and outright lesson "taught" to the Black

community member to keep him "in his place" such as condescension, plagarism, castrations and lynchings.
The fact that Blacks practice behaviors labelled by

Cobbs and Grier as "self-hatred" indicates Psychological

Attack is practiced within the Black community.
That cultures manage to maintain a semblance of regen-

erative identity in spite of "content" and "structural"

change has baffled cultural anthropologists through the
years

14
It is assumed by this author that the "changes" observed

are adjustments made by an individual or group to effect an

accommodation to Psychological Attack, but the reason for
the perpetuation of a culture lies in the highly sophisti-

cated mechanisms of Psychological Attack,
^^Arden R, King, "A Stratification of Labyrinths;
The Acguisition and Retention of Cultural Identity in
Proble_n^
Modern Culture," in Social and Cultural Ident ity
of Persistence and Change ed, Thomas K, Fitzgeralds
Southern /mthropological Society, University
(Athens, Ga,:
of Georgia Press, 1974), p, 106,
,
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In other words

,

a cultural group being attacked psy-

chologically simultaneously and/or intermittently attacks
other groups psychologically.

Thus, each group must prepare

simultaneously offenses and defenses.
For example

,

in NDS s case
'

,

structurally it is admin-

istered on a human resource/parent-controlled model.
structures of the University and ACCC are not.

The

Although

pressures have been levied to make all centers standardized,
thus possibly eliminating NDS s parent— controlled human
'

resources model, NDS has managed to make some accommodations

and yet maintain its distinctiveness.

Psychological Attack

from the ACC Committee caused the parents to develop alternatives

such as Parents Advisory Board becoming a decision-

making body but with the Parent Body General maintaining
check-and-balance on the activities of all

,

director’s position being held by a parent.

a

and such as the
Thus, stan-

dardization which accommodated the ACCC's administrative
model would not effect the parent-controlled element that is

characteristic of the structure (of a Human Resource Model)
and important to the parents of NDS.
In turn, the parent-controlled element creates a Psy-

chological Attack on members of ACCC

.

How?

By the fact

that NDS parents collectively have many more resources and

talents upon which to pull as opposed to the inputs and
and
resources of the sole directors of the other centers,

resulted in
the fact that NDS s proposals and actions
'
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accountable leadership which was/is antagonistic to
the
dominant culture's concept of reality:

Blacks are unintel-

ligent, inept, inferior and incompetent in leadership.

As

evidence. Whites are able to point to the few, if any, Black

leaders.

According to the dominant culture's concept, these

few leaders are not "able" to be effective; according to
Blacks, these leaders are not "permitted" to be effective.

Andrew Young is a case in point.
In brief review, racism, prejudice,

"self-hatred" syn-

drome and "of new settings" behaviors are based on a "con-

ception of reality."

Misconceived or not, this culturally

determined "reality" dictates the techniques of communication
and selection of actions.
Because Sarason viewed the recurrent problems of new

settings as arising from inadequate communication which

stemmed from the innovators' "psychological possessiveness,"
he determined that the solution to these problems lies with

improvement of communication techniques and leadership.
However, communication techniques and development of

leadership are not sufficient, for cultural urgencies must
be dealt with.

If communication is cultural and actions are

determined consciously and subconsciously for the perpetuation of that culture, then it follows that intercultural

communication techniques are requisite.

Exclusion of inter-

cultural communication results in a continued, constant
integrate another
and pernicious struggle for one culture to
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culture into its identification, to deny the other culture's
®^istence

,

to insist on the other culture's inferiority.

As for behaviors of new settings, they may be classi-

fied and treated as cultural.

Although Sarason does not

comment on the cultural differences in the communities and
new settings he observed, the extension of Sarason 's position is that behaviors observed in new settings are cul-

turally determined and practiced for the purposes of establishing and/or maintaining primacy of a culture or group,

even in the absence of diametrically opposing forces.

Con-

sequently, communication techniques must be expanded to

include intercultural communication techniques.
In the next chapter implications of this extension and
a summative

description of the events which occurred will

be made in terms of Sarason 's categories and Psychological
Attack.

CHAPTER

V

IMPLICATIONS
If a theory of Psychological Attack, described as a

cultural mechanism practiced by members of a group to maintain the group's primacy, is accepted, it follows that indi-

viduals coming to new settings are products of their culture

possessing precepts, concepts, prehistory, experiences
and mechanisms for perpetuation of their cultural group.

According to Sarason's definition of new settings,

a

new school year introduces the initiation of many new settings,

for students, parents, administrators, community

people, and possibly unions come together in new relationships for periods of time to achieve stated objectives.^

The theory of Psychological Attack maintains that an

objective such as effective quality education will be difficult to achieve if the groups involved (i.e., teachers, parents, administrators, etc.) consciously or subconsciously

attempt to establish and/or maintain their primacy.
ties are in conflict.

The par-

Consequently, the effects of Psycholog-

ical Attack mechanisms which impede achieving intended educa-

tional goals must be realized and their potential for setting in motion destructive dynamics minimized.
^Sarason, Eiature Societies, p. 1.
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Efforts to accommodate the dynamics of Psychological

Attack have implications for the direction and design of
educational administration, teacher-training programs,
for parental involvement in education, educational research

and curriculum development in early childhood education:
and for development of Black parent-controlled community-

based new educational settings.
Educational Administration and Teacher-Training Programs;
A Model of Affirming Leadership
Educational administration as the prime focus of lead-

ership in new educational settings has a special responsibility:

to ensure the survival of the new setting by

creating a new type leadership which utilizes human resources.
This model is one which encourages and exiges input of all
It is one which

parties directly and indirectly involved.

considers and accommodates as much as possible the hopes,
desires, growth and prehistory of all parties.

The model

views conflict not as challenge to its primacy or competency,
but rather as an opportunity for learning.

Finally, the

model is one which includes all concerned in the decisionmaking process.
For many school administrators, the aforementioned

presents an apparently monumental task.

However, adminis-

in a new context
trators must begin to view their leadership
and implications of
which accommodates Sarason's suggestions
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Psychological Attack.

Hence, affirming leadership is one

of facilitation, not authority

not giver of directions.

7

of provider of information,

In its totality, affirming lead-

ership becomes fluid in that from an individual or core
group, it permeates to everyone involved, because everyone
is a part of the leadership.

An affirming concept of lead-

ership such as outlined above is no doubt potentially controversial, but, nevertheless, beneficial to a community,
for the new setting's chances of success are increased.

Reality dictates, however, that acceptance of the concept
of affirming leadership will be gradual and evolutionary

because

(

1

)

opposition will arise from those viewing redef-

inition of leadership as "different":

(

2

)

patience, time,

courage, commitment will be demanded of the administration
in order to effect an affirmative leadership; and (3) lack

of "total" communication and its ensuing misunderstanding

will occur intermittently.
The concept of human affirmation in leadership must be

imparted to teachers for their positions in the schema are
ones of leadership in the classroom.

Teachers, therefore,

must also be made aware of the evolutionary process of the

redefinition of leadership.
Obviously, time for planning is important, for solid
intrafoundations must be laid for success of inter- and

group/culture communication.

The foundations are clarification
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of

realities" and minimization of cross— group/cultural

aggressions
In short, administration's leadership responsibilities

involve redefinition of leadership for its organizational
members, realization and commitment to accepting and accom-

modating opposition to the redefinition (which entails
realization of purposes and practices of Psychological
Attack)

,

inclusion and utilization of all resources, inclu-

sion of all parties in the decision-making process, and

above all adequate time for laying the requisite foundation
for success of the many new settings which come with the new

school year.

Acceptance of a model of affirming leadership in administration has implications for teacher-training programs.

Teacher-training programs must include recognition of Sarason's definition of and position on new settings and Psy-

chological Attack's implications for the classroom teacher.
The importance of prehistory, culture and concept of
the educational settings' roles in the fabric of the com-

munity must be stressed.

For those teachers finding them-

selves in environments with groups and cultures different

from their own, courses in the history and arts of the group/

culture are suggested to be requisite.

An overview or

and/or group
introductory course in multi-cultural education
deep appreciation
dynamics is suggested to be inadequate, for

group/culture is restricted
and in-depth understanding of the
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Also suggested is an on-going in-service program
for teachers which stresses and reinforces the prehistory and
culture
of the community which the school services and in which
it
is located.

Redefinition of parental and community roles in the new
setting must be explained and stressed so that the teacher
as leader realizes the importance of and does develop ways

and means in which teacher, parents and community together

verbally communicate their desires for the new classroom
setting, determine the objectives of the new classroom setting, and plan maximum utilization of available resources

for the new classroom setting.

Recognition of symptoms and behaviors, as well as
strategies for the minimization and mitigation of Psychological Attack must be emphasized in teacher-training programs.

Teachers as leaders with parents and community, and in the

classroom must be aware of, sensitive to, and able to identify behaviors of Psychological Attack in him/herself, the
administration, the students, the parents, and the community.
Such behaviors are:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

condescension
child-like treatment of adults
plagiarism
intentional embarrassment
misinformation
misguidance
practice of myths and prejudice
consistent and persistent disagreement
flaring tempers
frustration
alienation
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12.
13.
14.
15.

secrecy
lack of idea exchanges
insistence on definition of others
inability to compromise

It needs to be added that parents

reasons

,

,

for individual and

are not used to being invited to partic-

ipate in the entire planning of a program and may therefore

view the invitation with skepticism and suspicion.

They may

assume the invitation a superficial attempt to involve them.

Administrators and teachers must be prepared to counteract
these assumptions.

Parental Involvement in Education
That parents do not have a legal right to be involved
in the decision-making aspects of their children's education

has been established.

2

Other reasons for parental exclusion

from schools have been implied, i.e.
"reality" and Psychological Attack.

,

misconceptions of
That parents should

have a human affirmative right to be extensively involved
in the education of their children has been argued.
It is also argued that parents, in order to understand

the day-to-day problems of the administration of an educa-

tional setting, must be actively involved in and integral to

decision-making functions.

They must also execute those

other
decisions because through execution, parents grow in
v. Haworth,
^See Miller v. Childers, State Ex. Rel Clark
Board of EducaMorgan v. Hennigan, and Deal v. Cincinnati
tion.
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dimensions:

group dynamics, problem-solving, self-esteem

and self-awareness, and realization of difficulties of the

educating process.

With parents greatly involved in the education of their

children through the offered affirmative leadership model,
the quality of their children's educational output is

likely to improve: the community is likely to improve and,
overall, society is likely to benefit.

The greatest difficulty for an affirmative leadership
in a new setting is that of initially engaging parents'

attention.

Once attention is captured, the leadership is

likely to discover, as did this researcher, an untapped

wealth of natural resources.

Agencies focusing attention

on the importance of "Parenting" may help by including

parental responsibility of educational involvement and its
ensuing rewards (and headaches).
How can parents be involved?

Curriculum objective

establishment, curriculum implementation: resource persons
for community and other curriculum— related information,

participants in the educational program: personnel procedures, including evaluation, release and retention,

budgetary expenditures and allocations: public relations:
and finally policy-making
for parents.

— all

areas considered "taboo
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Educational Research and Curriculum Development
in Early Childhood Education
Because educational settings of the NDS type are
skant,

more research needs to be permitted for completely
parent-

controlled schools which have had training in the requisites
of success of new settings as proposed by Sarason and the

implications of Psychological Attack as theorized by this
author.

The educational achievements and social adjustments

of the children involved in these type schools in comparison

to those of control schools may show confirmation or denial
of the theory proposed by this author.
As for curriculum development research, it is recalled

that the NDS parents designed and approved a completely

different type curriculum for their children which others,

especially educators, questioned as "sound."

Although not

presented here, data gathered on the children's achievements
and adjustments indicated that they were not harmed in any
way.

Because of the failure of the parents to develop a

good pre- and post-test instrument of student growth in academics and social adjustment, no more definitive information

can be given.

Therefore, curricula developed by parents

need to be evaluated to determine their viability, productivity, and soundness in order to substantiate the assessment

conducted by the author.
for a coLastly, affirmative behaviors necessary

and groups may be
existing world of many, many cultures
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begun to be taught to the very young.

Children of NDS

learned much about the differing cultures of
the world and
learned to respect them equally. Perhaps programs
similar
to NDS may be a beginning to a true world of
peace.

Development of Black. Parent— Controlled Community— Based
New Educational Settings
,

Because Blacks are viewed to be outside "mainstream
,

their "differences" are met with intense psycholog-

ical attacks.

In order, therefore, for Black parents to

successfully initiate

,

develop and maintain educational set-

tings for their children, tremendous energies on their part
are requisite to counteract these attacks.

This is a real-

An example to confirm this strong but true statement

ity.

is Ocean Hill-Brownsville

Although NDS is but a microcosm in comparison to the
endeavor of Ocean Hill-Brownsville, there are specifics

offered by NDS to others that may lengthen and strengthen
new setting's longevity.

a

These specifics are developed

into a framework which is not exhaustive simply because NDS

did not have all the answers and continues to "have prob-

lems."

Therefore, for those committed to and determined to

create new and "meaningful" educational experiences for
their young, the following is suggested:
1.

Maintain an awareness of Psychological Attack
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2.

Strategize to prevent and minimize effects of
Psychological Attack

3.

Persevere in stamina, courage, and calm

4.

Document everything

5.

Know the laws of education and become aware of
"politics of education"

6.

Establish and maintain extensive planning capabilities

7

Establish and maintain reliable information
resources

.

8.

Trust in one another

9.

Communicate to all parties involved

10.

Recognize implications of actions

11.

Select and maintain effective leadership

12.

Sacrifice time

13.

Be able to improvise

14.

Allow growth and change

15.

Set aside superficial differences such as "class"
and "religion"

16.

Maintain licensure of premises

17.

Maintain determination

18.

Maintain balanced books

19.

Define and decide for self, then consider others'
suggestions

20.

Realize necessity of infusion of "new blood"

21.

Provide orientation and on-going informational
sessions for new participants

22 .

Develop approach to the education of young consistent with #19.
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Conclusion

Psychological Attack is a repertoire of culturally

learned mechanisms practiced to establish and/or maintain
the primacy of a culture or group.

it manifests itself as

an ongoing attack which urges to be practiced.

In the

absence of a diametrically opposing culture or group, it
is practiced within the group.

Black parent-controlled, community-based educational

programs are viewed as being diametrically opposed to
"typical" American educational structure primarily because
of prejudicial and racist beliefs and attitudes towards

Blacks.

Consequently, these new settings experience not

only the dangers of other new settings, but also the effects
of Psychological Attack.

Psychological Attack manifests

itself in a variety of forms, some of which are crude and
obvious, while others are sophisticated, subtle, and diffi-

cult to detect.
More importantly, it is necessary for Blacks to define
their culture, their purposes, their directions, and their

desires rather than imitate and accept leadership and trends
of other cultures/groups.

Although self —definition may incur

a

more intense

expression of Psychological Attack, lack of self-definition
of
according to the theory only incurs the eventual death

the culture.
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Additionally, self-definition has for several decades

been urged and advocated by greats such as Carter G. Woodson, W. E. B. DuBois, Marcus Garvey, and Malcolm X,

self-def inition

,

In

one has purpose, dignity, confidence, moti-

vation and determination to withstand any onslaught.
Consider
If the Negro is not going to become an educa.
.
.
tional factor among his own people, then education is
not the leverage to lift him. ... If we are not
going to reach that point some day in our lives when
we shall be able to go out and establish schools and
become persons well rounded in philosophy and science
and history and what-not and be able to help one
another: if we are not going to prepare ourselves here,
three generations from slavery, to do that work for
ourselves, then we cannot say that education has done
for our group what it has done for others.
,

Summary

This case study attempts to answer three primary

research questions:
1.

2.

3.

What are the critical elements for consideration
in the conduct of Black parent-controlled, community-based educational programs?
What are the processes involved in creating a
Black parent-controlled, community- based educational program? and
What strategies may be suggested to facilitate
development of this type setting?

occurring
To answer these questions, behaviors observed

educational
in a Black parent-controlled community-based
to Do
^carter G. Woodson, "Some Things Negroes Need in
cited
Southern Workman, January 1922, LI, p. 34, as
Aptheker, A Documentary of the Negro People.
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setting located on a large, semi-rural
Northeastern state
university campus were analyzed in light of
categories
specified by Seymour B. Sarason in The Creation
of Setting s
a nd Future Societies to contain recurrent
problematic behaviors peculiar to new settings.
The behaviors were also

examined in light of

a

theory of Psychological Attack

developed by this researcher to explain not only the behaviors described by Sarason, but also to conceptualize behaviors observed in the case study:

self-hatred syndrome."

racism, prejudice and so—

Sarason does not give comment

on these three behaviors.

Sarason 's model was found useful in explaining many

behaviors observed and in providing foundation for the

theory of Psychological Attack,
Both Sarason'

s

model and Psychological Attack showed

potential as analytical tools for studying and evaluating
behaviors in new settings, especially those involving
inter- and intra-cultural interactions.

Limitations of the study to be considered, however,
are the researcher's extreme involvement with the case

study's setting as observer, recorder, evaluator and

researcher and her lack of training in psychological theory
or methodology.

As for objectivity, caution was exercised

to identify inconsistencies, contradictions, and subjec-

tivity: however, complete objectivity was impossible.
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The study has implications for educational
leadership,
teacher preparation, and Black parent-controlled
educational
endeavors
It was suggested that an "affirming" leadership
approach

be developed which promotes intercultural communication
and

which mitigates Psychological Attack.
Teachers need to be trained in intercultural communication techniques and recognition of symptoms of Psychological
Attack.

Suggested was that teachers take courses in the

history and art of the cultures with which they will be
interacting for the purpose of learning the traditions,
expectations, and values of their target groups.
For Black parents interested in controlling the educa-

tion of their children for the purpose of attaining quality
education, limited resources, excessive pressures and con-

ceptual constraints must be anticipated and planned for.
The conceptual constraints which are culturally determined
are apparently the controlling and often determining factors
of success or failure of the endeavor.

Twenty-three behaviors requisite to its setting's
longevity were identified by the case study's parent group.
However, more research is urged to identify other variables

which may mitigate pressures and failure-prone behaviors.
Lastly, intercultural communication techniques were

found to be necessary at all levels of the educational
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endeavor, including students and parents, teachers and

administrators, and community peoples.
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Documents Related to History of New Day School
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UNiO

January 10, 1973

Dear Brother

B

,

The students v/orking for the developirent of Third World
Day Care have continued to call, meet with various* key individuals and groups and write to those persons who may be
able to assist us in the establishment of the New
School (fcr three year elds: note-other students have established an elementary school and an infant care program) as
a permanent component of the services of this University, the
After cur second conversation I felt
to\/n and the state.
that you demonstrated the kind cf concern that is much appreciated by those of js working to bring practical and much
needed programs for Third V.'orld people to the campus.
I
have enclosed a copy of the partial budget sent tc the
and his assistant
senate, Vi-ce-chancel 1 or
.It
is my hope that you will check out for us potential avenues of
funding through your office via the
student families inSchool.
The situation for students in
volved in the New
need of Day Care for infants and pre-schoolers is getting more
1
hope that persons, such as yourself, will
and more pressing.
not only advocate the adequate commitment of emergency funds
to such programs but work to assist us in imoressinq upon Univthe need for
ersity officials and the University community
n n r 0 s commitment to long range plannino for these programs
as pert of the University institution.

ED

1

!

Enclosed also is notes for a parents meeting and a proposed
Please
budget for the September 1974 - June 1975 academic year.
or
feel free to call for further information,
Myself and other students will crop by your office in the near
future.
In the hope that
Thank you for your cooperative soirit we may work together now for the future benefit of the Third
World com.munity -

Sincerely
Sister
P.S.

thi-s society
committed to a
point of crisis.

In

$

s e r

c;

i

cu sne

s s

cgrain oefi

R

B

me
red by the er/iount cf
the situation reaches a
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

FROM:

Ro B,

,

K. W.

,

V. S.

,

M, O,

,

R. C.,

J,

and H. V., N. R.

of the

New Day School (Parent Coop for 3's)
This year a group of Third World students and parents
have formed a cooperative preschool program for three-yearold children. The group consists of seven children, five
sets of parents and three students/workers.
Interested individuals and organizations of the Third World community at the
University
have also assisted in the implementation of the program and have donated some money and supplies towards opening the school.
Our program seeks to educate young children towards
becoming self-reliant members of the Third World collective.
The adults in the class are bilingual and many of the activities involve communication in Spanish as well as English.
New Day School (Parent Coop) is temporarily housed in the
office of Ahora in N
However, space conA
H
straints within this building demand that we seek another
location for the class. At the present time we are looking
for adequate facilities in which to house the school.
.

We are asking your cooperation in helping us to locate
adequate facilities for our program. If you have knowledge
before eleven in the morning
of such, please call
or leave messages for K. or R. at
.

The school is also in need of volunteers and equipment
(outdoor play equipment.
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NOTFS FOR NEW

SCHOOL FAMILIES

there are three procramc develoned by Third World stoderis
that atterrot tc deal with the education of children under hioh schocl
'
ape: 1) The..
.established in Sept enbcr. 1973
by tnavericL graduate students froir the
School of Education
2) The parent cooperative for infants (under two years) beino ;orl;-;d
''
or by a snail aroun oi parents in
ana 3) The Me..’
School, for three and four year olds, begun by a former participant in
'
the
.(Both of the latter were begun in Sectember of 1974)
In

'

.

,

.

The New
School is attemptina to work towards the develooment o'^
a program of Third World content for three and four year old children.
Since this school, like the other two, arose out of the concern of a
few individuals, it does not have the financial support of any agency.
(note: the idea was initiated through the Union[)bf Third Worl djWorer',
and R.S.^C group )
The school has been totally dependent on tne fund
raising efforts of members of the Union of Third World Women, contributions by families and the human energy expended by all connected to
the school
.

In order to continue to operate all persons connected with the school
will have to work together to work through a number of things related
to the immediate and long range operation and permanence of the schocl,

Immediate Needs
Space
Staff (head teacher, assistant teacher, work-study students, vclupteors)
Funds for February

-

June 1974

(See Dec.

6,

1973 letter to student senate

Responsibility ano Authority (Officials, Committees, By-laws)

Administration (Fees, Health Records, Family information)

Long Fiance Need

s

Permanent Sponsors hio and Adequate
Licensing

Fudd''
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MINUTES OF MEETING
DAY CARE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
OCTOBER 4, 1974

Committee Members Present:
G. R.

,

B.

S.

,

Committee Members Absent:
Others Present:
P. K.
B. W.

,

,

M. L.
C. W.

B.

B.

,

J.

C.

,

T.

D.

,

A.

K. T.
B.

A.

,

A.

S.

E.

,

D• L•

H. W.

R. C.
R. D.
H. F.
S. F.
R. G.
H. H.
C. M.
J. R.
H. R.
R. S.
V. S., B. S.,
,

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

,

,

H. announced that on the basis of discussions with the
Staff Attorney for the
Campus that all centers would
have to purchase liability insurance, and that purchase options were being explored. H. also asked the Committee to
select a Chairperson and Recorder at the next scheduled meetH.

ing.

Vice Chancellor then opened discussion of matters of concern
to the Committee and outlined his view of the general University position on day care including a brief summary of
the rationale for creation of the Day Care System. ViceChancellor noted that the University wished to support the
Day Care System and that the primary question was "how best
to do this." Vice Chancellor stated that all Centers
associated with the University would have to comply with
certain legal expectations including State Health and Safety
Requirements and federal guidelines (Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare) relative to open access. Concerning
the latter expectation, he emphasized that the University
cannot support any organization with exclusionary characterOther expectations were, in Vice Chancellor's opinistics.
ion, basically negotiable.

With regard to the Day Care System, Vice Chancellor explained
that the need for prudent use of University resources was a
primary factor in the decision to create a system. He stated
that participation in the System would result in certain
general limitations for the individual Centers including
staffing,
(1) compliance with University policies relative to
health and safety, outside agencies (ie, H.E.W.), and financial accountability and (2) a limitation on participation
by non-student children. Vice Chancellor stressed the need
for improved communication between all parties concerned
and/or involved with day care.
7

Vice Chancellor then responded to a variety of questions
posed by members of the Committee and others present:
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Q:

Response to motions/questions from September 25 meeting

Vice Chancellor stated that a formal response had not
yet been formulated and that his purpose in attending
this
meeting was to listen to, assess, and respond to concerns
of
the Committee. He said that he needed more information to
share with the Chancellor before a response to the questions
of the September 25th meeting could be provided.
Q:

Space for the New

Day

and Infant Care Centers

Vice Chancellor responded that he would provide help in
finding suitable space for Centers whether the Centers decide
to locate on campus or off campus. He emphasized that the
major concern on space is beyond this year--space needs can
be accommodated in some way this year in anticipation of a
more stable arrangement for next year. He stated that action
so far has been to allow the Centers to continue in the oncampus space they have been using.
A:

Purview of Advisory Committee vs. the University Administration.

Q:

Vice Chancellor restated two non-negotiable items
and safety regulations and open access

A:

— health

T. suggested that the proper relationship for the New
Day
and Infant Care Centers with the University was that
of a service contract.
She explained that the Centers would
provide needed services to the University in exchange for
financial assistance, space and other considerations.
Vice Chancellor agreed with that notion but with the qualification that the services would be "bought" only in a given
framework (ie, open access, etc). T. asked what conditions
beyond pucchase of liability insurance, compliance with
health and safety standards, and the like, would apply to
this framework. Vice Chancellor gave the example of staffing patterns and the responsibility to insure that adequate
staff must be present and that staff members must be properly
qualified.
K.

asked Vice Chancellor for his view of the prerogatives
of the Day Care Advisory Committee. Vice Chancellor replied
that such prerogatives would include increasing the size of
the Committee, development of operational guidelines for
Centers directed toward the inclusion of a genuine educational function for the Centers, and provision for necessary
accounting and personnel standards of the University to
ensure proper accountability for the Day Care System.
B.

S.
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asked how the personnel selection process would work
the Day Care System. Vice Chancellor described three
elements of an acceptable personnel policy, as follows:

T.

D.

1.

the policy and procedures must meet the University's
Affirmative Action guidelines:

2.

potential appointees must meet the minimum qualifications for the position in question: and,

3.

established personnel policy guidelines should be
in writing.

S. commented that the Committee should concern itself as
soon as possible with more adequately defining the roles of
both the Committee and the Day Care System. He also suggested that the question of "control" was not appropriately
the primary concern and that the Committee should be concerned with broader issues. Vice Chancellor agreed with S.
and pointed out that any University commitment for on campus
space could dissolve if a Center demanded complete independence.
B.

J. C. asked Vice Chancellor to describe things in which
Centers within the System are not independent. Vice Chancellor gave as examples (1) property accountability and
C. also asked for clarification on
(2) personnel policies.
who teachers in the Centers reported to, and Vice Chancellor
stated that the teachers would be directly responsible to
the Parent Advisory Committee or whoever hired them. Vice
Chancellor clarified the status of the Day Care System by
stating that Centers must be under the Day Care Advisory
Committee, but that it was the responsibility of the Committee
to negotiate with the Centers/Parent Advisory groups to
establish the scope and responsibilities of each.

asked about the origin of the requirement that the
bulk of any outside funding go to the System as opposed tcp a
particular Center. B. B. answered that the Advisory Committee
Vice Chancellor
had made that decision during the summer
questioned the wisdom of that decision.
S.

F.

.

for
asked about the status of space in dormitory
use by the Infant Care Center. Vice Chancellor responded
final
that as soon as necessary conditions could be met a
by
mentioned
conditions
decision could be made. Specific
safety
with
compliance
Vice Chancellor were inspection for
machines and
standards and funding for relocation of vending
Vice Chancellor stated that the funding
other renovations.
and suggeste
should not come from the Residence Hall System,

V.

S.
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that the Student Senate might be an appropriate source.
advised Vice Chancellor that the necessary funds
$200.00 were available in the current budget of the Infant
Care Center and could be transferred at anytime. she then
asked what was involved in the required inspection and how
soon it could be accomplished. G. R. answered that the
inspection was the responsibility of the State Health
Inspector in
and that he could probably arrange
for an inspection within 7-10 days.
J. c. then asked whether
the dormitory space would be approved by Vice Chancellor if
it passed the inspection since the funding issue was
resolved. Vice Chancellor answered that it would.

—

asked whether a Center must be under the Advisory Committee in order to get space on campus. Vice Chancellor
replied that such was the current position of the University.
B. also asked for clarification on who finally approves
fees for the various Centers. Vice Chancellor stated that
the Board of Trustees must finally approve all fees, which
in the case of the Day Care System, should be based on the
recommendation of the Day Care Advisory Committee which in
turn should rely on the various Parent Advisory groups.
Vice Chancellor encouraged the Committee to focus on planning for Fiscal '76, and in response to a final question,
endorsed the expansion of the Committee along the lines recommended in the meeting of September 25.
B.

B.

General discussion within the Committee resulted in agreement on two priority questions/issues for the next meeting:
the relationship between the Advisory Committee and the
Parent Advisory groups (who initiates what) and what constitutes membership in the Day Care System. The next meeting
of the Committee was scheduled for 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
October 9.
;

The meeting was adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
Respectfully submitted.

R. W.

D.

Assistant Director
Commuter Student Affairs
RWD:

j
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of meeting - October 29, 1974
Present;

B.

The minutes
Paragraph 3
Delete
Paragraph 7
Parent
Unde r”G
should

A., B. B.
M. B.
R. C.
T. D.
L., G« R«, vJ» R«, N« R», B. S«
,

,

,

,

H. H.

.

D.

L.

,

of October 22 were amended as follows;
line 1 on of the di s tribution
should be headed by
Group Suggestions for Admission
Policies
”
R
read 20% of faculty and staff accepted

It was moved that
motion carried.

H.

be appointed to the Committee.

with the Student Senate about sending
resentative to each meeting of this Committee.
H. H. will talk

The

a rep-

will talk with Nursing to have them send a representative to each meeting.
B.

B.

B. will contact New
ing future meetings.

B.

Day

and ask if they will be attend-

The question of quorum was discussed.
It was moved that a quorum be 10 members and must
include representatives from four centers and four non-center
related members. The motion carried.
,

It was moved that 2/3 of those attending the meeting be
required to pass a recommendation. The motion carried.

The Committee recommends to adopt each centers policy as set
up by Parent Groups, on Admission of students, staff and
Policies are as stated in the October 22 minutes
faculty.
with the following revisions;
,

University Day School
Until 2 weeks prior to registration week, only the
children of students and non-professional staff are accepted
in the order of the application date.
children of
At the beginning of registration week, the
application
faculty are also accepted in the order of the
date, if there are openings.
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Three weeks after first day of classes, children from
the larger community are also accepted - in the order
of
the application date — if there are openings.
NOTE:
At the moment, only children of students and
non-professional staff are accepted at the Day School.

G

R
80 % student

1.

20% faculty and/or staff
immediate acceptance
percentages adjusted after 1st week and each week thereafter until full enrollment.
No community at this time.

Administrative Guidelines as outlined by G.
2.

L.

Function and administrative structure of a Coordinator's
office
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)

Space Allocation
Personnel Actions
Purchase of supplies and goods
Renovations - Physical Plant
Billing and Deposit of fees
Bookkeeping and accounting and budget reports
Telephone and general administrative services

Hiring of the Coordinator
a)
b)
c)
d)
3.

Define Position and Duties
Screening Committee
Procedures for recruitment
Coordinator's staff and hiring procedure

1976 Budget
a)
b)
c)

Define position and duties
Fee Schedule and billing
Program alternatives

A sub— committee was set up to discuss the idea of the Coor
dinator's Office and to project something for 1976.
The sub-committee will be:
G. L
M.
R.
H.
J.

B.
D.
H.
R.
B. S.

-

Chairperson

The sub-committee will report at a later date.
The next meeting will be Nov.
3:30-5:00.
NOTE:

V

5

at 367 H

S

The parent representatives on the Committee from N
will be P. K./K. K. (alt.)
Respectfully suixnitted,

Secretary
NR:

j

from
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
November
Present:
T. D.

,

E. B.
B.
H. H.
J. R.

.

1974

,

M. B.
R. C.
C. C.
J. C.
G. R.
N. R.
B. S.
K. T.

B.

,

,

5

,

,

,

,

,

,

R. D.

,

The minutes of October 29 were approved.
T. D. announced that he had some response from Vice Chancellor .
1.
The name change for the committee was approved.
2.
The parent representatives were appointed to the
Committee.
(New Day
Infant Care and S. were
excluded until they decide if they are going to
participate in the System.)
3.
Vice Chancellor asked that copies of the minutes be
sent only to committee members and center directors.
4.
Any decision on community children being admitted
to the centers is delayed until he can receive legal
advise
,

announced that colleges
will be on campus the 13th.
Each center was given a copy of a survey they are to complete for President.
H. H.

B. announced that a Seminar
is to take place in the
School of Educ. C. C. said they will provide day care in
the lounge. They are concerned with liability. H. H. suggested that they have the parents sign a waiver of liability
like they do at Infant Care. There was some discussion on
temporary Day care within the University.
B.

announced that the Toy Lending Library is now open in
There needs to be some
V
the laundry room at N
discussion on the funding for this program. Will be on a
future agenda.
B.

B.

.

requested that the Centers get the information for
liability insurance to him by Friday.

R. D.

announced that an evaluation team will be evaluating
B. S. moved that any evaluation team
the Day Care system.
of child care should include professional educators in
(G. R. abstained)
Early Childhood. The motion carried.

H. H.

Goals and Guidelines — H. H. passed out a list of goals.
There was much discussion on how new guidelines should be
It was decided that each center will give H. H. a
set up.
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copy of their own goals. A sub-committee was set up to suggest a set of goals for the Day Care System. The list will
then be gone over by the entire committee at the next meeting.
(December 1 deadline)
Sub-committee
E. B. R. C.
N. R.
K. T.

Chairperson

Future agenda
1.
2.
3.

4.

Goals and guidelines - report from sub-committee
Report by sub-committee on Coordinator
Process for screening agenda
Fee schedules and policy on observers.

Next week's meeting will be at the Board Room in
at 3:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

N. R.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
November 19, 1974
Present:
R. H.

,

B.

G. R.

A., L. B.
B.
N. R.
D. W.
,

,

B.

,

R. C.

,

J. C.

,

R. D.

,

T.

D.

,

,

Since there was not a quorum present at the meeting no
official business could be conducted,
L. B. explained the evaluation procedure.
evaluation:

He defined

To collect information to make decisions.
The role of the evaluators will be as consultants.
1.
2.
3.

Evaluation cannot occur in a vacuum
Need a framework
Identify decision makers:
H. H. + R. D.

School of Educ.
Advisory Committee
Vice Chancellor
Centers

Each of these decision makers will have a list of goals.
The evaluation team will take the lists of goals and evaluate
on them.
He suggested that it would be helpful if the Committee would
pull out the most important goals for the team to deal with.
L. B. also suggested that there be a liaison from the Advisory
Committee to the evaluation team.
B. A. will go through the centers' lists of goals and pull
together the common goals.

There was some discussion of New Day
get in touch with them this week.
D.

W.

R.

C. will try to

said Infant Care is going to join the system.

Next week
1.
2.
3.

.

'

s

agenda

common goals of the centers.
Distinguish between Committee and Center goals.
Status of Third World.
B.

A. will report on
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The next meeting will be at
3:00 on November 26th in
Board Room, 3rd floor
the

Respectfully submitted,

N.

R.

Secretary
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of meeting December 10, 1974
Present:

A., B. B., R. c., R. D.
G. R.
N. R.
B. S.
D. W.
B.

,

,

,

T. D.

,

H. H.

,

G.

L.

,

Since there was not a quorum present no business could be
conducted.
T. D. announced that he had been able to make contact with
the Union.
They will try to find out where New Day stands
on becoming a part of the System and will inform the Committee. D. W. said there was to be a meeting of the New
Day parents Dec. 10.

There was much discussion of the staffing problem at G. R.
B. B. said that University is short 8 student teachers for
Spring.
R. D. gave a budget report.

University Day School is in the best shape because of an
apparent cash balance from last year that was not anticipated.
N. V. and G. R. are going along as expected.

Day care is down in revenues.

There was much discussion of G. R. budget and where they
could get the money needed for personnel.
There is $300. for a work-study person.
R. D. said there is $1343, reserved for centralized expenses.
It is possible that some of this money would be available.
He also said it is possible that there could be as much as
$7500 if Infant Care and New Day were not financial participants in the System.
Infant Care will be joining the System in January and more
than half of the money is theirs.
Assuming Infant Care is a full participant, maybe $3,000.
(If revenues are up.)
will be available.

There was a sub-committee set up to make a proposal to
Vice Chancellor to keep this money in the Day Care budget
and allow the existing centers to use it for staff.
B.
D.

S.

W.
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The next meeting will be in H.

S.

at 3:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

N. R.

,

Secretary
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UNIVERSlT'i'

HEALTH SERVICES

December 31, 1974

Ms . M

G

Dear Ms. G

Enclosed for your information is a report and memo sent to
F;
earlier this fall regarding the New
Center located in
House. You indicated yesterday at the
meeting of the Advisory Committee for Day Care
that
you had not seen this correspondence.
S’

.

Since you have replaced Ms. F
as Director, at least
I feel you should review the report with the parents.
,
Steps should be taken to implement recommendations made in the report.
I would be happy to discuss any aspect of the report with you or
any other aspect (s) involving environmental health and safety.

tem.porarily

I am also enclosing a photocopy of the "Rules and Regulations
for Day Care Services for Children" for your information.

Sincerely,

G

GKRimts
cc:

B.
R.

A

G
H. H

H. R
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A'.rM E:-;V';C:S

M E .M O
Pi

G

cm

To
SuL-cct

.

.

«

.1

ANDU.'A
s

October 30

n

1 ! .

..I’i.sl

.nay Care Center,

Ije'ie.o

AttaclicJ ip a report on the public health niid fire pafety .Tipects of ti'.o
Center located in
linuoe.
Both iir. ?.
end
Nr. C -u.
feel that this area is s,-iti;:f<ictory with noted chan-’cs bein'.'
mode, for the operntion of this type of facility based on the curi en't dcc'.w: * I'.ts
relating to Day Care Centers for health (Office of Children, forr.erly Dept,
of Pablic Health) and safety (Dept, of I\;blic Safety).
It has been propcsed
13cw

.

,

,

that this area will temporarily house this operation and
hopefully by the fall of 1975, will be obtained.

tlint

permanent quarter.,

Regarding final approval for the change in use of
Ho'.ise for
the day care operation, D
d. D.
Building Inspector, Dept, of
trust be consulted.
Public Safety, located in
.
.

,

,

As noted in the report, it is reccrrrr.ended that the kitchenette be
utilised by the day care group. This ’..•ould probably have to be negotiated
House.
with the residents of

.

/
GHRtints

Attach.
List:

E,

G.

R. G
D, A
D
R. G.
H. H.
R. C
S. F.
C. C

/

il. R
..
G
Enviroror.sntal Health Specialist
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Hoport on

-

Ii'.>'.i£?o

Cc'nfrr hns hcnn

in

oiieration in

C'.iild

C.irc Cf-:il:'T

linnse.
On Crtcbrr
i
Mnstcr and Area Piroctnr
Or H
lie dr.
],
CoiiinuL-i.T ,il La.lrn, a rairvcy re^.a rdiiv-,
tlic public iVjallh
(ni.ys.icnl f,,cil It ics) J can.iliiVity for unn i.f
L)ic aren v.o;; made.
The area in
question is on tlio iiortli ond oF the main floor of t)ie huildiiv;
and inrlndca a
lounge .area and two classrooms fsoe ntt.aelied dr.iwin;;)
FiFtcen children [over
.
nine months) were heinj; taken care of by the operation for
2 years
an entire
originally been preoMbed Lli.it this center would care for approxir-ately 25 children.
I h.ivc Llie fnllowing coaments;

’1071

J'-

.

.•

r.

.

.

,

.

.

According to R
,
C
Res iden t i.a ] I.ife, the lounge ccintains
,
G25 square feet oi space, and the two classrooms also cont.ain &'25
square
feet, for a total of 1250 square feet. At ".a ininii.aim of ?,5 srnare f'r.ot
per child of floor area in quarters rep.ularly occujiied by children", this
space would be very adequ.are for fuc proposed care of 25 ehildr.-n.

‘1,5'"'*

.

.

2.

Toilet facilities. These were adjacent to the area being used (see
attached drawing) and would seem edeq’iate. Hot and cold running water is
available but an automatic control to prevent the water temperature from
rising above 120°F. (49°C) shall be installed. For Day Care Centers, nan.
tippable stools or platforms to raise tlie floor level so children can
reach the toilet and wash basin should be provided so that the facilities
can be used without adult assistance.

3.

Kitchen facilities. The kitchenette for the residence hall is adjacent
to the area; it was not being utilized by tb.e Child Care Center. Food
was being sent by parents, in lunch bo:<es and vacuum bottles. Ro refrigerator was available for their use.
I would recoirmend that tlie
kitchenette be utilized by t'ne group.
It contains a stove, double siiik,
garb.Tge disposal, .-.nd storage cabinets but no refrigerator.
It v;ould be
desirable in the interest of proper nutrition to utilize the ki cchanei:te.
For children being cared for from S-S hours, one third to one lialf of their
food needs for tlie day shall be provided in one regular meal (other tl'.an
It would be desiroble to have fresh
breakfast) and one or more snacks.
milk and other dairy products available.

The lighting in the kitchenette was very poor, the oven needed cleaning,
the dry chemical fire extinguisher and bracket were missing and needed
Since satisfactory f.ecilities
replacing, and a refrigerator was ncedsd.
are locking to wash disliware and utensils, single-service, p.apcr or
plastic articles s)'.all be used.
h.

Ventilation would seem adeejuate, coming fro.m windows that viere long and
narrow and whic)i operated with a farnable Icnoh. The lo'.:er portion shell
be blocked off or diversion sliiolds or deflectors could be installed* to
minimize drafts.
•

5.

i

of the .area could not be ascertained but shall be maintained at
not less tb.an GS^F. as measured at tn.o feet from the outside wall and 23
inches above floor level.
}!eritinv
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6

.

Li"ht
floor

I

..ootnod adoonatr;.
Electrical oiitletr.
il be covered witli a iiroLccCive

.

flc-c trl

7.

il

ei’UTpnent

irrur,!

'l2

irclifs cf

device \hen not in ii'-.c
not bo witliin reach of tlie ebUdren.

r;,c
'

iv

Outdoor play area is availnblo in the ”orieral area but
is not riT.'Uly
accessible. The basketball area just v.est of
Dininv
*’
being utilized.
'

8.

Containers for refuse should be lined

9.

The floor was carpeted and sceaed clean.
chemically treated to retard fire '..hen it

10.

A telephone other tlinn coin-operated shall be available for
ornergcncy

11.
14.

First aid equipment sliall be kept in the day care service.

12.

Draperies and furnishings which are easily flaiamable must not be used.

13.

Isolation facility. A separate room with a cotwhere a child wlio is ill
can be kept \vhen waiting transport home is needed. This could be an
office which would be used exclusively for isolation v’ben needed. I
did not observe any area which could be readily utilized for this tyne
‘
of facility-.

’..’ith

plastic bags,
Tlio
v.as

carpeting had been
installed in the buildirg.
u.--

Each child receiving more than four hours of care shall be provided a cct
and blanket and these sliall be incivicually marked with the child's name
and used only by this cliild.
15.

Play equipment shall be safe and clean and not made of any material

th.at

is poisonous or easily flair-.able.
16.

Other
a.

b.

-

A mattress was noted in disrepair and shall be discarded.
Building blocks and \;ooG£n planks ’..•ere being used for counters and

book cases; those projected into the middle of
considered a safety hazard.

a

room and must be

On October 29, 1974, i
.
G
Fire Safety Officer surveyed the area
for the feasibility of its use from the fire safety aspect. J!c found conditians
satisfactory. Tlie exits v.'ere adequate and a fire alarm system and emergunev
J.ights \\’ere provided.
There '.•as seme qus.;tIon about t!ie cnrpeti.ng on pJa'.
in the north classroom being fire retarded, 'i'his room was originally d'efJt’.-d
as a music room and it is my understanding tliat tlie carpeting used on the riatforais is also fire retarded.
.

After s\:rvcying the public health physical aspects and the fire sa.fety
aspects, and wit>i aj-ipropriate cca.m.ents t.have noting changes needed, it \.’ouid
House being utilized would
seem tliat tlie area on the rain floor of
satisfactory for the operation cf a Day Care Center.

/

GllP.-mt.s

Attach.

Environ-nental Health Specialist

L'c
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR CHILD CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of Meeting
12/30/74

Present

«

H. H.
H. W.

,

S.

H.

,

The minutes of December
ten.

R, C«
J. J.

3,

!

,

10,

J, C«
D. L.

f

R.

D.

,

,

G

R•

/

T« D

JR
.

.

,

M. G.
N. R.

,

,

and 16 were approved as writ

The Committee voted to accept the following mission and
goals
A.

Mission
The mission of the Child Care System is to provide highquality, low cost, pre-school Child Care Programs and
Services for children of the University community, and
learning experiences for teachers and parents in the
comprehensive nurture of pre-school children, within
University regulations concerning accountability.

B.

Goals
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

To acquire adequate facilities for the Child Care
System.
To establish and maintain a coordinated Child Care
System.
To secure adequate funding for the Child Care
System.
To establish, implement and periodically review
guidelines which will promote quality Child Care
Programs
To advocate on behalf of Child Care Programs and
services within the University community.
To contribute to the educational function of the
University.
To provide for continuing evaluation of the coordinated Child Care Program.

Status of New Day and Infant Care:
Day School. R. D.
D. distributed the goals of New
has met with both rep±esentatives and a proposed budget
$3,100.00 is the figure that is in queshas been outlined.
another memo to Vice Chancellor
write
tion.
T. D. will
how
this money should be spent should
with a rationale as to
be kept within the Day Care budget and part of it be used to
hire additional staff for Grass Roots.
R.

—
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Personnel screening: the two schools now joining the system
will have to have a local search for Director or Head
Teacher positions.
It was moved that one member of the
committee sit on the screening committee. It was amended
that two people from the committee should be on the committee.
B. B. and G. R. were appointed.

There was some discussion of split fees for parents who
have more than one child in the New Day
Center.
It was
suggested by the committee that these parents should try to
get Financial Aid or work study money rather than lower
rates.

The next meeting will be Monday, January
the 3rd floor Board Room,

6

at 9:30 AM in

Respectfully submitted
N.

R.

Secretary
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B.

B.

ing
B.

B.

has exhausted the possibilities at neighborcolleges.

suggested a subcommittee to work on long range plans
Future agenda.

for the centers.

said the Teachers Ed. Program usually has a number of
individuals who are looking for field experience. He will
check into it.

H. W.

B. B. announced that there will be a conference on Campus
Day Care in Washington. It will be Thursday and Friday,
January 30 and 31, which are also registration day and the
first day of classes. H. H. and B. B. would like to attend.
H. H. is trying to get funding to send some people.

The minutes of December 30 were approved.
J. R. suggested that the centers try the Dames and Faculty
Wives Clubs to get volunteers to work at the centers.

Agenda for next meeting:
Evaluation L. B.
1)
Memorandum from D. and J.
2)
Trip to Washington
3)

—

The next meeting will be at 9:00 AM on Monday, January 20,
Board Room.
in the
Respectfully submitted,
N. R.

Secretary
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of Meeting

January
Present:
S.

H.

,

B.

J. J.

A.
B.
G. R.
,

,

B.
J.
,

,

6,

1975

R. C.
R. D.
R. G.
M. G.
R.
N. R.
D. W.
H. W.
,

,

,

,

,

,

H. H.

,

,

announced that L. B, will be at the next meeting to
set up a sub-committee to work on the evaluation.

H. H.

Status of New
Day and Infant Care:
The positions of Directors are being advertised as a local
search.
The screening committee, composed of the parent
committees and representatives from this committee, will
screen the applicants. Any parent from either school is
welcome to attend the screenings.

announced that they have a contract for space for
Infant Care, and that a contract for New
Day will be necessary.

H. H.

H. H. asked Vice Chancellor if he had any comments to make
he said he is pleased that New
Day and Infant Care are
joining the system.
Since there is a freeze on all positions, they theoretically
cannot fill the positions of Directors. However, he said he
is confident that an exception can be made.
He said that the times ahead will be very difficult. The
budget for next year will probably be lower than this year.
He said it is up to the centers to pull together and use all
the available resources to get us through these rough times.

M. G. asked Vice Chancellor to elaborate on the position
freeze and how it affects the centers. Vice Chancellor said

he will advocate immediate acceptance of these positions.
It is easier to get exceptions if the money is from trust
The centers are under trust funds.
funds.
B. B. asked about the possibility of the $3,100.00 being
retained in the Day Care budget.
Vice Chancellor said maybe some of the centers would have
to combine or be more of a parent coop to survive.

H. H.

suggested that the centers try:
Work study money
1)
University Without Walls
2)
Outreach
3)
Continuing Ed
4)
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GENERAL CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF TEACHER OF THE
NEW
DAY SCHOOL'

The criteria for selecting the teacher for the New
Day School will be both academic and non-academic as is
the general case in all hiring procedures.
1.

The Academic criteria are:

Academic background . The applicant should have a
Bachelor's Degcee or a Master's Degree or equivalent experience
in Early Childhood instruction.
E xperienc e:
The applicant should have experience in
developing and organizing and teaching early childhood
educational programs relating to children of Asian, African,

Hispanic, or American Indian descent.

The applicant should also have demonstrated ability
to work v/ell with parent groups in organizing and administering

such a program.
2.

The non-Academic criteria are:

Volunteer work, community activities; and,
persona] characteristics ivhich give evidence of involvement
with parents or non-white peoples.
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M. M. G.

January 10, 1975

Vice Chancellor
Office of the Provost
Dear Vice Chancellor:

The New Day School would like to officially inform
your office of the following changes:

On or about December 5, 1974, the parents of the New
Day School voted to become an integrated part and functioning member of the University Day Care System. In
order to facilitate the signing of space agreements with
Residential Life and any other important documents in the
absence of the Director, Ms. S. F. the parents voted that
Mrs. M. G. be the interim Director.
,

On or about December 10, 1974, the parents of the New
Day School received a letter of resignation, dated December 3, 1974, from Ms. F.

On December 13, 1974, I, M. G. the Director, signed
the contract for space with Residential Life.
,

On December 17, 1974, the parents received a requested
financial statement from M. F. According to the figures
given, the New Day School enters the System with an
undetermined surplus, the inexactness due to a wage dispute
of $353.50 with the former Director. This matter has yet to
be resolved.

Neither I nor the parents of New Day School are to
be held responsible for any debts and/or liabilities
incurred by the past administration: consequently, we
request an audit of the New Day account (s) for knowledge
Although
of sources of all monies incoming and outgoing.
School,
Day
New
for
money was allocated in the Fall (1974)
from the
received
to the best of our knowledge no money was
University.
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Furthermore, the present Director, Mrs. G.
is not currently receiving any payment for the Directorship nor will
she receive payment unless she is hired by the University
as the new Teacher.
In that event, she will resign from her
present position as Teaching Associate in the Rhetoric Pro,

gram.

We wish to thank you and your staff for your patience
in our realization of the difficulties surrounding New
Day School.

Very truly yours.

M. M. G.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of Meeting
18 February 1975
Present:
J.

R.

,

B.

N. R,

B.
,

,

A.

R. D.
S.

I

,

T. D.

B.

S.

,

A. E.
M. G.
K. T., D. W.
,

,

,

H. H.

,

J. J.,

since there was not a quorum present no business could
be conducted.

Committee Reports:
Budget - Has not met yet
Student Funding - Met with representative from Commuter Assembly and are waiting for the Assembly to meet to request the
$3,000.00 that has been put aside for Day Care.
The money would be distributed as follows;
$1,000.
New Day
Infant Care
$1,000.
$1,000. to be divided between the other three centers
B. S. suggested the committee firm up a policy on what happens when money comes into the system. The suggestion will
be handled by the subcommittee and then brought before the
committee to be voted on.
The committee would also like to recommend to Vice Chancellor
that Day Care be given the same amount of funds as last year.
To be voted on at the next meeting.

Evaluation

-

Meeting regularly.

Target date for completion

late March.

Long Range Planning

-

Will meet February 21.

Toy Library
Will start setting up this week. Will probably notify people this week that the library is open.

suggested that the centers meet on a regular basis.
The centers will alternate with the Advisory Committee on
Tuesdays. The centers will meet February 25 at 3:30 in
The Advisory Committee will meet March 4 at 3:00 in
229.
B.

B.

229.

Respectfully Submitted,
N.

R.

Secretary
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ADVISORY BOARD FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of Meeting
4 March 1975
Present;

B.

M. G., H. H.

,

A.,

B.

J.

J.

B.
F.
,

,

B.
P.

,

B.
J.

R« C.
A. C.
R. D.
A. E.
R.
N. R.
J. R.
B. S.
,

»

,

,

I

,

There was not a quorum present SO no official
business could
be conducted.
Budget Committee Got separate budgets from each center and compiled them
on a
master form. Total $ figure is $111,000.
The centers need to sit down at their next meeting and cut
where possible. B. B. distributed copies of the budget outline that will be given to the Student Government.
(a. E.
will take the budget to Student Government.)
Dr. P. P.
Special Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, on behalf of Vice Chancellor, said the University committment to Day Care is a firm one. Day Care is
not a fringe program. They have a committment to try to at
least reach $32,000.
(last year's committment) - $22,500.
Student Affairs
$9,500.
Trust Fund Interest
,

Dr. P. stated that he would like to see the committee start
working on some long-range planning. The committee should
try to get beyond working with only emergencies that arise
on a day to day basis. We should build now for expansion in
future years.

asked that Dr. P. convey to Vice Chancellor that the
committee greatly appreciates the work that R. D. and H. H.
have done for the Day Care Program.
B.

S.

announced that the Commuter Assembly voted to give
$3,000. to the Day Care System. A. E. will give a break down
of the allocations at the next centers meeting.

H. H.

announced that a Day Care Coalition has been established to put pressure and advocate on behalf of Day Care.
J. F. is the organizer.

A.

E.

R. B. announced that she is resigning from the long-range
planning committee.

said there are several things that need to be taken
care of very soon:
R.

D.
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1.
2.
3.

Fees for next year
Hours centers will be open
Central accounting — application and processing
billing

—

Long Range Planning Committee The committee met and is trying to find out how to locate
information on how many children of students there are.
The committee will meet again this Friday.
D. asked that the Food Subsidy forms be returned by the
centers

R.

C. resigned from the committee.
We will ask T. D. to ask
the Student Senate to send another representative.

J.

asked that anyone who wished, sign a petition for a
Women's Bulletin Board in the Campus Center to be a place
for women to communicate.
A.

E.

International Women's Day - There will be a special edition
It was suggested that then centers adverof the Collegian.
tise by putting their names and hours open. M. G. will write
up the advertisement.

Evaluation Committee Handed out questions to the various centers.
some data in three weeks.

Hope to have

Revenue picture - R. D. said it is very bleak. By April
all fees should be in.
G. R. is ahead in payments.
N. V. is behind $202.
New Day has sizable problems.
Infant Care - has received no fees at the present time.
Gross deficit for the system $3,136.59.
(There has been some money turned in within the last few
days and does not appear in the above figures.)

1

asked that the centers notify him of any welfare
children.
R.

D.

read a list of items for discussion and recommendation
for guidelines.

B.

S.

the folthat centers participate in all budget plans in
lowing way:

-

1.

explaCenters make up individual budgets with line
nations
.
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2.

3.

Centers meet to discuss budgets and together
with
the coordinating office, compile a joint
system
^
budget.
The budget is then submitted to CCAC for
recommendations
If need be the centers meet again to go over
recommendations, if not the budgets are then submitted
to all possible funding agents.
As moneys come into the system the centers will
discuss allocations and submit recommendations to
.

4.

5.

CCAC.

6.

Recommend

With CCAC approval recommendations are implemented.
-

that all personnel hired to work in the centers be given
benefits that are available to staff of the University.
that all centers be listed in all publications the University
puts out, including the University Bulletin, Catalogue, lists
of available services, phone directories.
that all centers have University extension phones.
that notification of centers existence and contact names
and numbers be circulated to all department heads within the
University.

that hiring of personnel for centers be carried out in
accordance with HEW and Affirmative Action guidelines.
that personnel shall first be screened by the parent boards
of the respective centers and that so long as HEW and
Affirmative Action Guidelines have been met the Personnel
sub-committee and appropriate system Director shall approve
and appoint the centers selections.
that the Toy Library have first priority to service center's
and second families of the University community.

that co-ordination of the CC System be the joint responsibilities of the CCAC Chairperson, center Directors and
System Director, until such time full-time Co-Ordinator is
found.
that job descriptions be submitted to personnel and CETA
for teachers and Coordinators office.
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B. B. asked R. D. to elaborate on the 4.3% tax.
has been placed in a general reserve.

The 4.3%

The centers will meet March 11 at 3:00 in 229 to discuss
budget.

The Advisory Committee will meet March 18 at 3:00 in 229.
Respectfully Submitted,
N. R.

Secretary
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ADVISORY BOARD FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of Meeting
April 1, 1975
Present:
H, H.
T.

D.

,

B. A., B.
F, P.
J, R.
,

B.
,

,

B.

N. R,

B.
R. C.
R. D.
A,
3^
^
3^ 3^
,

,

^

^

,

T. D.

,

A. E.,

^

resigned from the committee.

Space problem
Suggestions: Lutheran Church B.
Sorority Houses
Butterfield Terrace

—

B.

will talk to them

Day Care Options
Everywoman's Center no don't want day care to be designated
as a woman's issue.
Student Development
Campus Center
Dean of Students Office
Financial Aid
Separate Program with Coordinator

— —

Issues for meeting with Vice Chancellor:
Where is Day Care allocated?
Space issue

Have to know by April 17
1.
Where is available space
Cost to renovate
2.
Where would funds come from to renovate
3.
S. will take copies of the budget to the Student Senate
and Graduate Student Senate.

B.

Respectfully Submitted,
N. R.

Secretary
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of Meeting
April 2, 1975
Present:
H. H.

,

B. A., B.
H. M.
J. R.
,

M.
N. R.

B.
,

B.

,

,

,

A.

R. C.
S.

,

,

B.

A. E.
R. G.
M. G.
S., K. T., D. W.
,

,

.

—

Transfer of Responsibility
Options we might explore within Student Affairs:
1.
Health Services (D. W.
2.
Student Development (A. E.)
Vice Chancellor has talked to S. F, who seemed to
be receptive to the idea of Day Care.
3.
Residential Life (K. T.
4.
Public Safety (A. S.)
Vice Chancellor asked that the committee recommend to him
which of these options we wish to take.
It was suggested that the committee meet with individuals
from these various areas before making a decision.
The hiring of a coordinator was suggested.
Vice Chancellor replied that obviously someone would have to
take the responsibility for Day Care. He said he could not
guarantee a full time coordinator, but there will be someone
with the major responsibility.

Space
Vice Chancellor was asked when New Day and Infant Care would
be given space. He replied that the matter is now on the
PAO level and will be on the agenda of an April 11th meeting.
It will be decided then what kind of space will be looked
into
Academic space
Dining Commons
off-campus space
They will essentially be reaffirming a commitment to Day Care.

Vice Chancellor will ask P. M. to further research available
space before the April 11th meeting.
April 10th there will be a report on space available at yice
Chancellor's office. This will be the report to be submitted
to the PAO .
j
^
^
of:
informed
K. T. asked that by May 1 the committee be
What space is available
1.
How much will it cost to renovate it
2.
Where funds will come from.
3.
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Vice Chancellor said he would work towards this deadline.
If the answer is not available by that date he will turn
over to the committee what information he does have.

Personnel Actions
There should be no difficulty getting waivers for director
or head teacher positions.
fiinding

Need for a co-ordinator expressed.
Could CETA supply money? University may not be considered
for CETA positions.
$32,000 is a minimum figure not fixed.
B. S. suggested that Vice Chancellor designate someone to
meet with the student groups to try to gain more funds.
H. H. said the student governments are not willing to make
commitment

a

Need to Reorganize The Advisory Committee
Vice Chancellor will ask the members of the committee to
reaffirm their commitment or send another representative to
the meetings.
asked Vice Chancellor if there is any way the committee could assist him before the April 11th meeting.
Vice Chancellor suggested that some of the thoughts of the
committee be briefly written down and given to him.
B.

S.

The next Advisory Board meeting will be April 8th at 3:00
229.
in

There will be a meeting set up with Vice Chancellor soon
after the April 11th PAO meeting.
Respectfully Submitted,
N. R.

Secretary
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MEMORANDUM

i

i

DATE

..t.--.-...,....Mt...g,,.^.

Arri.I... 1,0. ...127.5

TO

.??i.ri.ci.p.§l...Administratiye.. Officers

SUBJECT

Ne.vi

-..I3ay...Scho.Qi .-..5p.a.ce

Dear Sirs:

Enclosed you v.dll find a set of materials, forms,
documents which relate to the operation of the New
Day School.
It is strongly felt by the parents who "run" the
school that this unique and, pardon the trite but applicable
expression, "beautiful" school, because of an administrative

failure to locate appropriate space, is about to die
Hence, we are presenting to you evidence (vjhich unfortunately
.

takes the place of your actual observations) that you must

examine to determine for yourselves w'here justification lies
for the impending death sentence for

Nev.'

.

Day School.

Day School has had a stormy

Admittedly, Mew

dated
beginning as can be deduced for my letter to Dr. G
January 10, 1975. Previous to end follo\;ing the sending of
that letter was a verbal committment for space from Dr.
•

G
I

P

H.
and F.
expressed to us through Drs. H
Care
System,
the term was
the
Day
joined
When we
.

1
I

i

"guaranteed space."
As far as academic orientation, an excuse for not
being able to now find space, v.'e charge that v.»e are
academically oriented; and, if nj.r;ds could be creative xor

a'

moment, we could be a foundatio.n for an academic department;
Examine our curriculum, examine our schedule, examine the
children s \.or;: samples. See th.-.t v;e provide a service
wheih facilitates the academic persuai'.ce of students who
h 2 ve children;

see that

v.’o

p.covids an educational program

for the children of the students;

unique

ri’ltv;rel

see tha^

v,-e

and ri-linguel
.'ide employ’'

-h

see that

provide

a

for these children;
ortunities for vjork-suudy

pro'^rarr.
op.,

v;e
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-2 -

studcnts;

see that we provide on experiential laboratory

for School of Education interns.
We challenge you to examine us, to observe cur
children. Examine us in the light of all other such services

offered on campus, offered through the School of Education,
off erred through the Educational Psychology Department.
In late April or early May, our children are

going to have a performance for their parents. We
will invite all of you and hope that you will be able to
attend.

V.’e

hope the evening will be an educational

experie.nce for not only you, but for tha University community

at large.

Very truly yours
K. G

Director
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR DAY CARE COORDINATION
Minutes of Meeting
April 17, 1975
Present:
H. H.

,

B.

J. J,

,

A.
p.

B,
O.

B.
,

R. C.
R,
G. R,
J. R.
,

,

,

D.
N.
,

,

A.
R.

E.
^

,

R. G.
5^

,

M. G,

,

ip^
^

^

Vice Chancellor reported on PAO meeting:
Chancellor did not get a chance to bring the Day
Care issues before the whole meeting, but did discuss
it with the Chancellor and Vice Chancellor.
-There is a commitment to Day care but it is not clear
how to implement that commitment.
-There has been no resolution on space.
-There are a few possibilities for licensable space on
campus
B.

H.
A.
H. C.
N.
Physical Education Building

-However, these would require costly renovations and
would have to displace someone from these buildings.

Vice Chancellor suggested there be an investigation of offcampus space. There could be a continuing subsidy as if on
campus.
D. W. asked if the 2 centers could operate where they
presently are until licensable space is available? Vice
Chancellor said that would be possible if there is definitely
space available that could be renovated.
K. T. suggested the possibility of
University has available land.

a

pre-fab house if the

The Chancellor may be willing to put up money for a house
off-campus. K. T. said that it would not be feasible to do
that since it would take too long to get zoning changes, do
renovations, etc.
She and G. R. will look
asked again about H. lounge.
suitable for the cennot
(although
H. C.
on Friday.
space.
some
ters) may be able to trade

H. H.
at H.

asked if there were any long range plans for a day
care center building.
Vice Chancellor said no.
Ultimately, there may be space in a residence hall if they
are converted to single-family apartments.
D.

W.
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Off-campus possibilities:
K. T. will investigate off campus sites.
G. R. will get in touch with the Lutheran Church.
D. W,

asked if they were able to discuss money at the meet-

ing.

Vice Chancellor said Day Care will be given about $32,000.
B. S. asked Vice Chancellor for a reaction to the budget submitted.
He said we must make the budget more realistic.
The centers have raised fees already. What comes next?
Vice Chancellor wants the committee to advise him as to
what should be done. Possible options:
1.
operate with fewer centers
cut back on number of children
2.
operate on a marginal basis
3.
raise fees even more.
4.
a need for a coordinator.
then
stressed
D. W.

Under whose department will day care be:
Health Services
no one available to work on day care
Residential Life
would take day care under 2 conditions
bring someone with us to handle day care
1.
could use none of their funds
2.
Further report on departments next week.
The next meeting of the Advisory committee will be Tuesday
229.
April 29 at 3:00
Respectfully submitted,
N.

R.

Secretary
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Centers Meeting
April 22. 1975

Present

B.

B.

.

A.

E., M. G.

,

H. H.

K. T.

,

J.

N. R,

B.

SPACE

announced that space has been found for the 2 centers
The Central area offices will have to be moved.
Possibly to Burke House.

H. H.

in H

.

BUDGET
We must have the budget within the $32,000.
B. B. suggested it would be better to cut services to save
money rather than closing a center. This would allow for an
increase in services in the future when more money is available.

suggested that it is better to have more slots
for shorter time periods.

H. H.

B.

a

— even

if

B. is investigating cutting out one session or possibly
M-W-F group.

B. S. has set up a parent meeting to explain the budget. He
will try to get his parents to help work to get more money
allocated to Day Care. If there is not a response to his
requests he will not go to school one day in order to use
his energies toward trying to get more funds. He will ask
his parents to write letters, knock on doors, etc.
B. B. thought this approach of closing the school might be a
good way to shake up some parents and make them realize they
may lose their Day Care if they don't do something about it.
The other directors of Centers have good parent participation
already.

talked with S. F. and she suggested we start hitting
other areas for funds.
head of special programs (B. B. will talk to him)
j. H.
C. R. - (A. E. will talk to her)

A.

E.

—

is working on a report that will be submitted to several
groups to tell them where Day Care is and stress the need
She will have it ready to submit to the
for more funding.
B.

B.

committee next week for approval.
will look into the Student Senates. K. T. will try to
group of parents to go to the elections tonight to
support J. I.

A.

E.
get a
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The next Advisory Board meeting will be April 29 at 3:30
in 229.

Respectfully submitted,
N. R.

Secretary
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B, 1975

>-;e:=o;

Open Lotter to Crar.cellor
J
AfriTTiativ* Action Officer
6
,

Froii

Day Core Task Fore*

Dear sirs:
Vie ard a ct^-wtns n-^-aber of parents and other
students at the University
are concerned sbovtt the ladt of adequate child care available to us. ho feel
that natntaining and increasing caapus day care service should be a hitth
priority for the Uni\rer3it7,vhicb claius to bo concerned with neetlna student
needs and allowing an equal orcortunity tc ren nnd wor.en cf all a£:eo, races
and inccae i^roups to pursue higher educ-aticn. Thors in a pressing r.eed for
core and cJ'oaper ca.spus day cars for the followir^. reasons;
1, ilost college student parents i^ve very little inccaie.
2, Vlth the emphasis on post-secoedarj' education many children have been
brought to campus by their parents and the colleges. Including our own, have
rnade few, if any provialor.s for day care,
3, M-ary older xmen, often- on .-.^iraro, arv boir.g encouraged tc ret’jim tc
college to train for a corocr, ard these wc-nen bring their children with then,
hany of these wosr^n are the sole source of suprort for tltcir children and yet
d6 r^t have an adequate ir.cons to pay for cc'-r-erMal child care.
L, Third-world studonts, clroritics and wnren are being encouraged to enter
snli the University cn various types of state and federally furdad programs;
with them coraa a wide variety of cultural needs '.dlch are not being provirlod
for in the cxistihs ^ay Care c«>nter3 In tho ocanunlty outsida the Lr.iversity.
/iffirsative «.ction pl^ns to recruit and ili'c o:inority and wooen faculty and staff
are also in support cf policies which bring culturally diverse groups into
the University,
5. An eiroarded ca-upus Day Cnrc operation wo’uld provide one less hassle for
student parents to overcoce, a hassle tl^t can interfere seriously with their
success in echievir^ an education,
6, College student parents have other problems unique to then such as lack
of older children to care for tie younger ones, laci. cf gr^iridparcnts ar^d other
relatives in the surrounding coanuoity (since aary students aro transients),
and problems of eche-Juling in day care to EOjtch an acadenic rather than a
stardLard working schedule.

In additioa to the above reasons, we feel that the present day care
situation places on extra financial burden on student parents, whiO are primarily
cocisuters, yet who cust pay fees for student services which prlnsriiy senro
resident students. Of the present state and federal funds used for student
sirvicos, a h.ighly disproportionate account boneflte the 11,CXX5 resident students
at the expense of the 8,000 ocensuter stvidents. For example, bhiere are 52 paid
profeajional staff Bsrvfciing the residential areas, anti only 2 profesaionau. staff
in CocTiutcr esr'/lces (next year it is proposed that these 2 positioris be eliminated!)

wo
xas are being treated unfairly and to rectify* the situation
demands;
following
present the
1* feel
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1, That the University administration provide apace for the tVio Third
V.brld Day Care Centers (lla-rf
Day and Infant
on the first
)
floor of
Euildin^ and aoauaie coats of appropriate
.
.

renovation,
2, That there be a paid co-ordinator and staff in char-e of Univerait/
Day Care opc-rations th.at that this co-ordinator and staff be an
independent adniinistrativs vinit reporting directly to the Chancellor,
•

3, Th.at there be nore rcnioa for part-time staff and for vor:<-studjr students
to vork in day cars,
1,

That the Registrar's Office and the Persornel Office should collect and
pro'.d-de data on the r/rober of student- and staff- related children of
day care age an the Univeraity canr.urdty.

Due to the fact that the Third V.'crld Day Care Centers roust vacate their
present space by Juioe 1, and that university Day Care plar3 for the Fall aoaeater
mat be cc—ordinated ar.d fimdad l-.-nediatelyj '.to demand a rosponss to our
letter erui an indication oi action in those areas by noon on Ce-tnesday, May 11>
Spokesneoplo for the Day Care Task Force v.ill be present at noon on
197i',
to receive your
Viednesday, May ii^ at the Chancellor's Office in
reply.
'

Sincerely youra

The Day Care Task Force
Yice-Glvancellor for
Affairs,
:3tudent
Student Action Gcitmitcss

c.c. Dr. C

,
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'T

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

lleao;

To

:

Froa the Socialist Paoultj
Ch-saoellor
, J
A?fir=:awiTs Action Oi'^icsr

V.’a

Cauctis

S

>

strongly support the dsniands of the Day Care Task Force to you in their

letter of May 8, 1975 for adequate child care serrices for neaioers of the
University oomunity,

liaking this a high priority item for the University

Trould represent an important first step toward re-orienting o\ir prioritise

toward nesting ths reql needs of our consmnity.

It would clearly reflect

budgeting to pro'/ida much needed services to a sinea’ola portion of our student

body that presently is inadequately provided for.

As educatoirs who are

concerned that students receive an equal opportunity for a quality education

regardlass of their sconcnic status, age, race or sex, we urge you to naks
every effort to nest the minimal proposals of the Day Care Task Force to
continue ths

tifo

Third hibrld Day Care Centers by providing space and operating

funds, and to agrss with thsir other requests which 'will aid in reasssssing

the importance of campus day cars facilities to meet the needs of all students,

faculty and staff.

, Assoc, Prof,
of Philosophy, spokesperson for
Ths .Socialist Faculty Caucus

A
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17
OrUCE OF THE CHAN'CEllOR
;ay

MEMORANDUM FOR:

14. 1975

Day Care Task Force

In the past fev/ years, with the increase in erollment of
the older "nontraditional " student population, theorovision of
adequate low-cost day care facilities has becoTie a necessary and
legitimate part of the ancillary services which t’’: University
offers.
As the student mix has changed, in part i response to
the University's planned efforts to broaden accesrto its educational and emploimient opportunities, the kinds c support
services required by students has also changed. Te increasing
need for day care is one example of the changing rods of students
which the University in the present and future ye’s is and will
In an effort o respond to
continue to be called upon to meet.
the pressing needs of student parents, this campus has established
five day care centers.

am aware that two day care facilities must acate their
I
present spaces by June 1.
It is my undorstandinc nat alternative
have rec,.-sted from Vice
I
locations are now being investigated.
that a decision on this matter be ade by the end
Chancellor G
of this month so that planning for the fall progr s may begin.
has informed me that discuss .ns are already
Vice Chancellor G
underway, and will continue, until the issues yo: ave raised are
resolved.

R

w.

Chancel lor

RWB:sjs

B
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Day Sc‘:ool
Zixcjcutivc' Co::.itt,eri

i-lay

16. 1975

Dr, 'R
CVice-Charicellor

Student

/v.ffair3

Gentlraen:

In lii^ht of the recent "cccu^xition*' cf the C'nanccllor

office by persons clcD-dr.;

'

to speak for the day care centers, ve the ner.bcrs of the w.ecutive ce:anitt:e cf

Kew

Day School

mke

\rish to

and the a^reexsents idnich

e

e'.

the follc'.dns state.’snt ccnccrnir.,; that incident

follov.’ed:

1)

At no tir.e '.lere the director, teachers, staff, or parents of l!sv
Day School consulted t.eout the "cccapaticn" prior to its cccurrsncc, nor
vould T;e i'.ave condoned such action, A].oo, at no i.L~.e verc 'ire present ae
any ’ceetinp, iue iddcii such a plaei vras eit;.cr surpested or ciGcussed.

2)

Tiiose clairiinp to speah.

Day School were not authorised
for the hev'
to do so by its director, teachers, staff, or parents.
'

Since the aj^reenents Ajhdeh vrare made concerning the

hovj

fact, rads ^rithout the presence of representativc-r. of

oiu*

Day School
center

v.’S

’.rcrc

in

insist upon

the folloirin":
1)

The Day Care Ta.s’-' Dorco be investipatod because thJLs fP'oup vras not rs'ehj r.la;ln uo do so; i n.,
D^^’' och.oel, i'e spit-; opresontinr, heu
because t'nerc- ir r. pcerihility ti.at the- h r.h force v.-as not rsprorortar.-.
Other rroaps vrlaich it clair.od to bo rcpe csontin''.
•

2)

Tile

negotiations be declai-r-d null and void .-uad that rll apreeaents be
vith thop; rticipation of roprusentutives of oui' center.

,

re-r.C 20 tiatcd

3)

4)

Action be taicen apainst the Day Care Tael; fcrcc for nis-ropresentatien
as a result cf its boinp proccdurcly illegally ccr.stitutcd.
The status of the 'idvisory Co. r.ittcc for Day Care bo rcininsd for at least
one seiiester. before t'ue ro-."'.' si'aai.nt cf t».e r>-i'ponsioan.aty cf u"'.
be mde to anpa proup, (i.c. Tiis Day Caro ii.c.': fc'.''co) aa cc necessary to
forsially cnoc:..''y its co p'O.nitio.n, ohpecti' uj, rvn'.os.sibaiity, ana
boundaries' of its authority uhich. -.•ould :u:hp avoid dovolo:.. sent of anv
future Uiipleasant sivurncio.;.,.
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5)

A charjnol of connunicaticn bo
Day School.
of l.c>r

Because Kew

Day School

development,

v;e

vra.s

i::hed bot\rcen

C

r.nd

(fortunitcDy) systonaticaHy

Iho

e::clud<;'i

this

therefore conclude that the "issue of space" and "the issue of

day care" viere not in fact real issues, but rather a cover for selfish irtcr.tirr.s
and' ambitions of individual (s )/]>artieG still to be dotenraned.

Respectfully

rvh.*.it'

J

,

Chair.ian, Farenas

Advisory Corr-dttce
fj

C

I

01

%
c.c.

Chancellor
Dr. J
Dr. D
Ifc'.

J

H

^2

0

Appendix B
Documents on New Day School
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New Day School Parents

'

Manual
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to New Day School.

in January, 1975, New Day

School became a functioning unit of the University's
Family
Child Care System. In February, 1976, New Day School
moved
to its location in the University Housing Complex.
The

University appropriated an undisclosed amount of money to
renovate two two-bedroom apartments for New School's use;
the parents had to provide all the furnishings and supplies.

Considering we moved into an empty shell, we have done pretty
well.

Of course, there is much more to be done; so during

the summer, if you are around please stop in to give us a

hand.

New Day School is licensed by the Office for Children.
New Day School was established based on ensuing goals/

objectives which the founding parents deemed vital and which
the succeeding parents have deemed vital to the physical,

mental, social, and emotional well-being of their children

who are mostly of Asian, African, Hispanic, and Native American extraction.

The following are therefore the objectives

of New Day School:

Objectives
1.

i

To ensure the physical, emotional, social, and mental

well-being of the children.
2.

To positively teach and present the reasons, viewpoints,

and logic of African, Asian, Hispanic and Native American cultures and history.
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3.

To impart a cultural respect for age, tradition,
history,
nature and life.

4.

To provide an educational program suited to the
maturational development of our children.
In order to achieve our goals, the teaching staff is

instructed to follow the below parent— advised/developed

curriculum outline:
The children will learn:
1.

games songs, and activities of Asian, African, Hispanic
and Native American cultures

2.

elementary Spanish

3.

significant contributions made by African, Hispanic,
Asian and Native American cultures

4.

the alphabet (English)

5.

word-attack skills

6

word- recognition of aprroximately 100 words

.

7.

sight recognition and oral recitation of numerals up
to 50

8.

addition up to ten

9.

subtraction up to ten

10.

shapes, colors, sizes, name recognition

11.

time

12.

sources of energy:

13.

uses of energy

14.

care of the body:
nutrition

15.

what to do in emergency situations

sun, wind, steam, man, etc.

health, safety, hygiene, exercise,
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16.

to cooperate with one another for a specific goal

17.

to think

New Day School is a child-care facility which provides
a

specialized educational program for pre-schoolers aged

2. 9-7.0.

tive .

Additionally, New Day School is a parent coopera -

A parent cooperative center is administered and main-

tained by all of the parents for the purpose of minimizing

tuition costs for child care that is much needed.

However,

if a family cannot participate in the cooperative plan, that

family is billed an extra $50. 00/semester per child .

Whether

cooperative or non-cooperating, the parents are expected and

required to assist in the establishment and revision as
needed of all of the school's policies.
Here are some policies that have been developed:

Admission policy
Because of the population that is served and the nature
of the educational program, there are three conditions for

admission:

that the parent (s) of the child enrolled be an

affiliate of the University: that those children previously

enrolled the semester prior to admission have priority above
new applicants and that the child must have a certificate
physical medical
from a doctor indicating the results of a
above condiexamination. After satisfaction of all three
on a first come
tions, acceptance to New Day School is

served basis.

fir^
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Attendance and Lateness Policy
All children are expected to attend school on
time

regularly, health permitting.

Failure to do so will result

in the child not meeting the school's objectives.

At the

moment, the University has no provisions for drop-in day
care.

The morning begins at 8:30.
late after 9:15 a.m.

12:30 p.m.

The child will be marked

The morning session is over at

School is over at 4:00 p.m.

your child promptly.

Please pick up

After three failures to pick up the

child on time, a fine of five dollars for each half hour
overdue will be levied.

This money is for staff compensa-

tion for overtime.

Discipline Policy/Behavior Code

Discipline of the child is the prime responsibility
of the parent (s).

the children.

Teaching and adjunct staff are not to hit

Punishment after repeated warnings is the

general disciplinary procedure used at New School.
However, all children who enter New Day School are

expected to be respectful to adults, fellow classmates, and
staff members: and to be respectful of the belongings of
others.

This respect we would hope is reinforced and taught

in the home.

Every term, the staff guides the children in developing
a behavior code.

Provided is a general idea of the code so

at home.
that you, the parent, may go over it with the child
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Behavior Code
In school and elsewhere, we must be:

respectful to

adults, fellow classmates, and teachers.
1.

by being polite, in our speech and manner:
"Thank
you," "No thank you," "Please," "May l," "You are
welcome," and "Excuse me."

2.

helping our friends in need

3.

taking care of the belongings of others and of the
school

4.

preventing accidents from engaging in unsupervised
running and throwing of objects inside and outside
of the school

5.

patiently awaiting our turn

6.

and raising our hand when we want to share something in our groups.

Observation and University Projects Policy
Because of a literal bombardment of requests from students and faculty members inside and outside of the five

college area to observe and/or to satisfy course project
assignments and/or to use the children in a research study,
the parents have found it necessary to establish the following Observation policy:
For anyone, excluding parents, who merely wishes to

observe the child and/or their child's teacher, who wants to
use the children in a project and/or to observe the funca
tioning of the school, he or she must submit in writing

proposal for the intended project to the Parents Advisory
Board in care of the New Day School.

The proposal yqst
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contain a detailed description of the project:
tives, scope, and design.

its objec-

A copy of the instrument to be

administered must also accompany the proposal.

A statement

informing the parents who will ultimately get the study,
results of the study

,

and what the person intends to do with

the study (publication, lecture, etc.) is necessary.

After the parents review the proposal, the applicant

will be informed immediately in writing whether his or her
proposal has been accepted or rejected.

If the proposal is

rejected, reasons for the rejection will accompany the letter.
If the proposal is accepted, for studies to be done directly

involving the children, a written permission slip from the
parent is necessary.

It is the responsibility of the appli-

cant to procure the permission from the parent(s).

Lastly,

if the proposal is accepted, a copy of the final report and/or

results must be submitted for the school's files.

However,

be aware that all applicants may be requested to appear

before the Parent Advisory Board for further amplification/

explanation of the intended project before the proposal is
accepted.
It is obvious that these studies are discouraged because

they interfere with the continuity of the program; however
we do recognize that we should provide a service to the Uni-

versity and the collegiate community.
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Parent Responsibilities
Each child must be provided with a blanket for
naptime
if that child is enrolled full-day.

Each full-day child must be provided with a lunch

because the school does not have adequate kitchen
facilities
to prepare "hot lunch."

We ask that morning and afternoon

session children also be given a lunch so that they may share
a

major meal together.

In the event you fail to send lunch

to school, the school will provide a nutritionally balanced

lunch.

Each family is required to declare by September

,

19

whether or not it will participate in the cooperative plan.
Each cooperating family is asked to inform the Parent Coor-

dinator what its assignment will be.

The parent assignments

are given below so that you may decide.

Assignments will be

made according to first come, first assigned.
Additionally, it is the parent responsibility to attend
all general parent meetings which will be held once a month

after the first month.

The first month, September, will
Parents are required to

have two general parent meetings.
attend these meetings.
Parent Cooperative Assignments

These assignments are to be made known to the Parent

Coordinator by September

,

19

assignments are to be in effect:

.

At this date, the
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Advisory Board;

5-7 parents.

elected if more than
Board.

7

These parents are to be

parents would like to sit on this

The responsibilities of this Board are to be
account-

able to the parent body, to review policy and to
recommend

policy changes to the parent body: to staff the school;
to
be responsible for a balanced budget; to assist the director in making a balanced budget for the following term; to

assist the director and head-teacher in establishing pur-

chasing priorities; to hear and act on grievances brought
to their attention by the director, staff, and parent coor-

dinator; to approve any and all policies, correspondence,

publications, broadcasts, etc., put out in the name of New
Day School; to determine which parties may use the facilities
of New Day School for recreation, research, observation,

seminars, etc.

Parent Coordinator

:

1 parent.

The parent coordinator works

closely with the director in matters dealing directly with
the parents; attends all Advisory Board meetings; presents

grievances and suggestions from the parents to the Advisory
Board; runs the general parent meetings; is responsible for

the coordination/facilitation of parent fulfillment of par-

ent assignments.

Newsletter Editor

:

1 person.

Is responsible for the col-

lection of information from the parents and local community;
is responsible for typing, duplication, and dissemination

of that information to the parents.
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Pe rsonnel Committee :

4-5 persons.

Is responsible for adver-

tising positions available, interviewing
applicants, and
hiring staff according to the criteria
established by the

Advisory Board; is responsible for following the
Affirmative
Action Guidelines as set by law and to submit its
Affirmative
Action report to the Office of Residential Life at
the end
of its hiring.

CPC Representative

1

:

person.

Attends all Office of Resi-

dential Life Meetings as the parent representative from New
Day School.
the day.

1:30 p.m.

These meetings are usually once a week, during

Meeting times are tentatively set for Wednesdays,
The representative must give a written report of

the meetings to the Parent Coordinator so that the informa-

tion may be presented to the Advisory Board and to the

parent body.

Publicity Person and Shopper

:

1 person.

This person is

responsible for the advertisement via newspapers, radio,
fliers of child vacancy slots in the school.

In short, to

recruit students to obtain and maintain maximum enrollment;
to submit for approval to the Advisory Board all informa-

tion/materials that become available for public scrutiny.
As Shopper, this person is responsible for the purchasing of

snacks, cleaning supplies, miscellaneous items, etc., pre-

pared on a written list by the director or head teacher.
In-Class Assignment

:

This is a

2i^-3

hour assignment which

may be put in three one-hour blocks or two and

a

half blocks.
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The parent may be either a parent-teacher asked to teach

a

specific area or may be a parent— helper asked to assist at
snacktime, naptime, clean-up times and/or to assist in making lesson materials.

These are regular assignments for

which the parent is directly responsible to the head teacher.
Quality work is expected as it is expected of all staff

members
Proposal Writing Committee :

2-5 persons

This year New School would like to eliminate the Fund Raising Committee but establish a social group in its stead.

During the summer, some energetic parents will plan events
for the term 77-78, for both fund-raising and spirit raising.
If you would like to help with energy and/or ideas, please

let the staff know.

We'll direct you to the right person(s).

Substitution Policy
Parents interested in substituting with compensation
are asked to place their names on the substitute list avail-

able on the Staff Information Board.

In the event that no

parents on the list are available to substitute, an outside

person from a "substitute pool" will be contacted.
Physical Examinations

children are to have had a medical examination as
of the date of enrollment.

This is a State requirement.

admission will
All immunizations are to be up-to-date or
be refunded.
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Statement of Confidentiality
All matters discussed between parents and staff are

held in confidence.

Parents, and only parents, may at any

time see and/or remove items from the child's folder.

No

one other than the director (and the Office for Children

Inspector) may inspect or examine the files.

Parent Conferences
One parent-teacher conference at least every six months

will be held.
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STAFF AND COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES
Director:
Co-Director
Responsibilities

To establish and maintain a balanced
budget
To ensure the continuation of New Day
School.
To implement parent policies.
To administratively organize New Day
School.
To order supplies equipment for the
operation of New Day School.

—

Head Teacher:
Responsibilities

Assistant Teacher
Responsibilities

Teacher's Aide:
Responsibilities

To ensure and maintain an atmosphere of
well-being for the children of New Day
School during the school hours.
To establish and implement a parent approved curriculum specifically for the
children of New Day School.
To provide lesson plans and teachertraining for the staff of New Day
School.
To evaluate the curriculum of New Day
School based on the children's progress.
To evaluate teaching performance based on
the children's progress.
To set-up and hold parent conferences on
a monthly or at least bi-monthly basis.
To make educational recommendations to the
parents concerning their children.
To make known my qualifications on demand.
To help ensure the well-being of all of
the children in New Day School during
the school hours.
To teach mathematics curriculum.
To assist the Head Teacher wherever and
whenever possible/necessary.

To help ensure the well-being of all
children in attendance at New Day
School during the school hours.
To supervise the afternoon Arts & Crafts
session.
To assist the Head Teacher whenever and
wherever possible/necessary.
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Treasurer
Responsibilities

Secretary:
Responsibilities

Typists
Responsibilities

To bill the parents for the tuition.
To assist the Director in the maintenance
of a balanced budget.

To record the minutes of the parents
meetings
To hand over the minutes to the typists.
To keep a copy of all of the typed minutes
To type directives, information sheets,
letters etc . as approved by the
parent body.
,

Chairperson Fund Raising Committee:
Responsibilities: To organize periodic fund raising events
for New Day School.
To be responsible for the delivery of the
proceeds to either Amanda or Diane for
deposit.

Chairperson Proposal Writing Committee:
Responsibilities: To establish and organize periodic meetings of said committee.
To be responsible for a finished proposal
to be submitted to funding agencies.
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NEW DAY SCHOOL TENTATIVE BUDGET PROJECTIONS
FY 1980-1981

Revenues
Same as above

$20,170

EXPENSES
Same as above

$20,085

FY 1981-1982:

REVENUES
Fees: 96 slots © 130.00
State
FY 1980/81 Surplus:
S.A.T.F.
Welfare Contract:

Total

$12,480
6,400
0

1,000
770
$20,650

EXPENSES:

Head-Teacher/Director
Teacher/Head-Teacher
Teacher
Work- Study Match
Food for Persons
Telephone
Maintenance
Supplies
Total

$

8,000
6,740
4,380
600
300
180
20
25

$20,565

FT 1982-1983:

Same as above
Note:

These figures are projected based on the assumption
that the structure and population of NDS will remain
somewhat the same.
Should circumstances change, so will the budget of
NDS change.
However, chances are great that the tuition charged
will remain the same.
Submitted October 24, 1977

MMG
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Advisory Committee for Child Care Coordination
Minutes

:

9/16/76

Meeting attended by: S. M. and J. H. Hill and Dale; M. G.
and T. H. Infant Care Center; B. B. and B. B. University
Day School; M. G. New Day School; L. K. and E. M.
University Children's Cooperative Center; M. S. and M. L.
,

,

,

,

.

C.D.C.

Correction to previous minutes:
of S.A.T.F.

I.C.C. budgeted for $644

M. G. made a statement on behalf of her parent advisory
board (see attached), M, S. responded with his understanding

of the structure of the committee, much of which has been
developed informally as we worked together during the past
year.

The Advisory Committee for Child Care Coordination is composed of the directors of each member program, a parent
representative from each member program, the child care
coordinator and the assistant director of the Community
Development Center, and their administrative assistant.
Meetings are always open to parents, staff, and interested
individuals from the community. The Committee concerns
itself with administrative issues confronting the Child Care
System. Members cooperate in fund-raising efforts, program
planning and development, advocacy efforts, enrollment
drives, and other system-wide concerns. The Committee performs an oversight function with regard to program budgets
and other financial matters.

Whenever possible. Committee decisions are made by consensus
rather than by vote. This sometimes slows down the decisionmaking process, but it insures that once decisions are made
they will have the support of all member programs. The Committee believes strongly in the autonomy of member programs.
Individual programs are responsible for determining fees
(their own), salaries, and internal policies.
Program staff, as employees of the University, have a
responsibility to confonn to University personnel policies,
and other policies of Student Affairs Division. Liaison
between program staff and University administration is the
responsibility of the child care coordinator. The University
Care
officer with administrative responsibility for the Child
DevelopSystem is the Assistant Director of the Community
descripment Center. G. also asked for a copy of the job
Coordinator.
tion for the Child Care
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MEMORANDUM
TO.

The Advisory Coininittee for Child Care Coordination

DATE:

9/16/76

FROM:

M. M. G.

,

Director-Head Teacher, New Day School

As authorized spokesperson for New Day School, on
behalf of the parent body general of New Day School, I would
like the following information to be known:
1.

No one, person or agency, is authorized to write
or speak on behalf of New Day School without the
written consent of the Parent Advisory Board.
This includes statements for and about the staff,
parents and children. Anyone who wishes to act
for us must contact the Parent Advisory Board
through M. M. G. the present Director of New Day
School
,

2.

The Parent Body General of New Day School would
like to have in writing the following:
a.
The purpose and composition of the Advisory
Committee for Child Care Coordination and
b.
The job description duties and responsibilities of the Child Care Coordinator.

3.

The Parent Body General of New Day School wishes
to let it be known that they are dissatisfied
with the procedure established by the ACCC:
a.
Its selection of the Financial Aid Office forms
and procedures and its attendant confusion and
dissemination of misinformation.
method of choosing childhoodships
The
b.
First looking at the applications and then
1.
establishing the criteria for selection.
The process of choosing three persons for
2.
the selection committee of childhoodships
when all parents were under the impression
that the entire ACCC was to establish criteria and do the awarding.

MMG/SAH
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"Coordinator"

General statement of duties:
The Coordinator will be responsible for the administrative
overseeing of the five centers and the coordinating of
service programs of the University Child Care System.

Supervision received:
The Coordinator will be directly responsible to the Assistant Director of the Community Development Center. Supervision will be broad in latitude with closer attention
paid to matters relating to University policies and regulations .

Supervision exercised:
The Coordinator will supervise the Teacher/Directors and
respective staff of the Child Care centers in accordance
with University policies and procedures. Daily supervision
is characterized by considerable freedom as it concerns the
programmatic component of the centers.

Examples of duties:
1.

To keep abreast of the administrative status of each
Child Care center by: monitoring the center budgets:
overseeing the centralized purchasing process: and
centrally monitoring the billing procedures.

2.

To coordinate frequent meetings of center staf f/parents
and call and/or attend other meetings or workshops as
appropriate to the Program.

3.

To hire and supervise a small number of student
employees out of the central office who will aid in
the coordination of the program.

4.

5.

6.

To keep abreast of University, State and/or Federal
regulations which may effect the operation of Child
Care centers/programs.
To act as the primary administrative liaison of the
Child Care System/Program with other University personnel/agencies as needed.
for
To aid in the coordination of long-range planning
the Child Care System.
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7.

To execute other tasks as are assigned on
occasion by
the Assistant Director.

Qualifications
1.

Masters or Doctorate in early chilldhood development
or a related area; or equivalent experience.

2.

Extensive knowledge of the administration, program,
and services of Child Care centers.

3.

Considerable knowledge of how to plan and execute
community based programs apart from formal centers but
directly related to Child Care needs (e.g., family
child care needs (e.g., family child care, babysitting
cooperative etc .
,

)

4.

A good working knowledge /under standing of how to work
in a complex bureaucratic system such as the University.

5.

A good working knowledge of individual and group
dynamics

6.

A solid working knowledge of management skills such
as:
budget preparation and monitoring; accurate
record-keeping; and commitment to deadlines.

(Description compiled by M. P. L.

To make a long story longer, the coordinator has been hired
by C.D.C. with advocacy and coordinating responsibilities
(same as last year) plus responsibility for the administrative operations that were performed last year by the budget,
accounting, payroll, personnel, and purchasing officers of
the Office of Residential Life.

Tuition assistance
Major discussion at the meeting focused on plans for tuition assistance for student families. Our decision is made
difficult by the uncertainty of contract funding from the
Welfare Department, and also by the inconsistency of information available in student files in the Financial Aid Office.
M. S. is working with D. F. to set up a financial aid review
process for welfare eligible families, to see if the Financial Aid Office can increase its award to those families.
The committee agreed that a decision on other tuition assistance awards would have to wait until the welfare situation
had been resolved.
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Babysitters
H. asked committee members to publicize the babysitter
referral service which is available through the Child Care
Office.
Persons willing to babysit have registered with
the office (Rm. 221) • Names of potential sitters are available by phone or in person.
J.

Billing
All parents should by now have paid a deposit for Fall semester child care.
Some centers have already done the next
billing to parents. This billing (for a minimum of 1/3 of
the total fee) should be completed by all centers in the
near future, with payment due by October 1st. The billing
schedule for the Child Care System, as agreed upon last
year, is as follows:

Deposit - due before child attends program
First 1/3 - due 10/1
Second 1/3 - due 11/1
Final bill - due 12/1

Whenever possible, directors should distribute bills to parBills are payable at
ents at least 10 days before due date.
the Bursar's Office only . Remind parents to keep their
receipt.
Directors should provide the Child Care Office
with a list of children enrolled, so that accurate records
of payment can be maintained. This list should include:
Name of parent (s) and child
Address, telephone, student or staff I.D. #
Student status (undergrad., grad., etc.)
Total fee

AGENDA
9/23/76

Tuition Assistance
Billing Procedure
Funding Proposal
R.S.O. — S.A.T.F.

signed legislation
M S. reported that President Ford has Title XX money
which will provide the state with more
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for Day Care ($5 million more).
Staff were urged to write
the Welfare Department and the Office for Children, to
demand information about how this money will be appropriated.

Commissioner
Department of Public Welfare
Street
City, State

Meeting time;

Mr. w. w.

Day Care Unit
Office for Children
Street
City, State

The Committee decided to meet weekly at
4:00 P.M. on Thursday afternoon, until
further notice.

«

